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Introduction
thoughts from the second year

With the inaugural FPO Awards—what you are holding in your hands is its
sequel—we learned that, going forward, this was going to be a smaller scale
competition. We originally expected over 500 entries for it and received only
287. An amazing 287 entries. But a small amount that made it very stressful to
not see entries pouring in. So for this second edition, covering work produced
during 2011 and the first half of 2012, we readjusted our expectations: lower
quantities but damn good ones. Which is exactly what we told our judges
when we invited them: the show is small but it’s one of the most fun, as we
have a diligent yet relaxed pace that allows them to actually see and inspect
the pieces rather than just hurrying to get through everything.
“While the show was a bit smaller than I expected,” shares judge Ben Levitz,
one of our printer judges, “there were absolute design and production gems.”
A sentiment echoed by the other printer in the judging mix, Jeff Hernandez,
who was “extremely impressed by the number of high-end and difficult pieces submitted.” It may sound like a consolation prize we are giving ourselves
for lack of volume, yet the quality in design and production we saw across
the 278 entries we received for this edition was outstanding once again.
And extremely validating.
6 / introduction

“Many of the pieces had me wishing I had done them myself,” admitted
judge Mig Reyes. “Any time you get that kind of envy, you know the turnout
for the show was quite good.” And perhaps there was no better evidence
through envy than the Best of Show winner—an annual report for Adris
Group designed by firm Bruketa&Zinic OM and printed by Cerovski Print
Boutique—that everyone wanted to hold, touch, and see. Finished like a typical hardcover book, its addictive ingredient was a sheet of metal embedded
in the cover that made the book weigh a hundred times more than usual. See
vimeo.com/26757864 for a candid camera-style video of people trying to pick
it up. The print production was not only surprising but perfectly executed
and the layout and typography were sublime, making it the perfect example
of the kind of synergy we look for in the winners of the FPO Awards.
As impressive as that annual report was, it took an extreme die-cut to stir
the judges enough to hand out the Radical Production Award to a book for
fashion designer Dion Lee, designed by Ultra and printed by Adams Print,
that was so hard to pull off that the die exploded when pressure was applied
in the first run. Pushing the boundaries and using print production methods and finishing techniques as a design and experience element was more
evident this year in the entries. “I don’t typically employ many printing or
production tricks into my own work,” shares judge Robynne Raye, “so it was
fun and inspiring to see how far people pushed it.” And judge Louis Fili,
who demanded some serious typographic exploits to impress her on the
design aspect reflects that “it was an interesting mix, especially of printing
techniques, which stand out in my mind more than the designs themselves.”
From a business card in the shape of a television remote control to a wedding
invitation so laser-cut it almost disappears to a beer label that changes when
it goes from cold to warm, the winners of the 2011 – 12 FPO Awards presented
in this book and a paid-access website demonstrate that not only print is not
dead but that the clichéd saying is, itself, dead. For those—clients, self-starters, and self-promoters alike—willing to spend the money, time, and energy
in great print production, they are rewarded with projects that come alive for
others to enjoy and experience.
Congratulations to the winners and many thanks to all who entered.
Bryony Gomez-Palacio + Armin Vit
Principals, UnderConsideration
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Judges
designers & Printers

Unlike most design awards that are judged solely by designers,
the FPO Awards judging panel is comprised of five individuals:
Three designers and two printers. This combination places emphasis
on design and execution but with an increased level of scrutiny
toward production.

PRINCIPAL, LOUISE FILI LTD

Louise Fili
Louise Fili is principal of Louise Fili Ltd, specializing in food packaging and
restaurant identities. Formerly senior designer for Herb Lubalin, Louise was
art director of Pantheon Books from 1978 to 1989, where she designed over
2000 book jackets. She has received awards from every major design competition, including Gold and Silver Medals from the New York Art Directors
Club and the Society of Illustrators, the Premio Grafico from the Bologna
Book Fair, and three James Beard nominations. In 2004 she was inducted
into the Art Directors Hall of Fame. Louise has taught and lectured on
graphic design and typography and her work is in the permanent collections of the Library of
Congress, the Cooper Hewitt Museum, and the Bibliotheque Nationale. She was the recipient of a
National Endowment for the Arts design grant to study the work of W.A. Dwiggins, and is co-author,
with Steven Heller, of Italian Art Deco, Dutch Moderne, Streamline, Cover Story, British Modern, Deco
Espana, German Modern, French Modern, Typology, Design Conoisseur, Counter Culture, Stylepedia,
Euro Deco, and Scripts. She has also written and designed A Civilized Shopper’s Guide to Florence and
Italianissimo, and she teaches every summer in the SVA Masters Workshop in Italy. A monograph of
her work, Elegantissima, will be published in the fall of 2012.

VICE PRESIDENT, CLASSIC COLOR

Jeff Hernandez
Jeff Hernandez was born in Chicago to a father tradesman in the printing industry and has been involved in printing his entire life. He started his career
in prepress working for Liberty Photo Engraving, leaving in 1981 to become
part of an upstart prepress company. Five years later, Jeff joined Classic
Color to start a scanning and retouching division, becoming its Vice President in 1988. In 1997 Classic Color invested heavily into digital workflows
and the servicing and managing of large printers (sheet fed and web) with
their electronic prepress needs and later decided to start their own printing
division in 1999, which now counts with a second generation of more than a dozen new presses, from
Komori 8 UVs to a Presstech digital press.

8 / judges

Classic Color has not veered far off its original roots of prepress and has become a visual communications company, specializing in brand management and delivering visual impact. Today Classic Color
offers a variety of communication services: Digital brand management, digital fulfillment, full studio
capabilities from photography, illustration, 3d modeling, retouching, and color correction. They also
maintain and manage a myriad of back-end services from large format printing, variable data printing,
UV/conventional printing, full bindery capabilities, and complete fulfillment and mailing services.
Classic Color currently employs 115 employees with over 28 million in sales in 2010.

PRINCIPAL, STUDIO ON FIRE

Ben Levitz
Company founder Ben Levitz received his BFA in Communication Design
from the College of Visual Arts. He spent nearly a decade as a designer
working with design leaders at Kilter, Larsen, and Carmichael Lynch
Thorburn design agencies. His creative expertise has focused on design
as a branding tool for a large and varied list of national companies with
work consistently appearing in award shows and publications of AIGA,
Communication Arts, Graphis, Print magazine and Type Directors Annual.
He has served as an adjunct faculty member at the College of Visual Arts
teaching advanced typography course work. Ben’s tactile design sensibility led to the founding of
Studio On Fire. The studio began in 1999 with a vision of uniquely combining two principles: design
and craft. With a growing letterpress shop, Ben left the agency world in 2006 to run the studio full
time. The Minneapolis studio currently produces its own design and letterpress projects in addition
to printing work from for an impressive list of agencies and design firms worldwide. A collection of this
press work is compiled in the 2011 book from Gestalten publishers, Studio On Fire: Iron Beasts
Make Great Beauty. Making stuff that people actually want and doing it with love and an expert eye
toward detail is what the studio is all about.

CO-FOUNDER, MODERN DOG DESIGN CO.

Robynne Raye
Since co-founding Modern Dog Design Co. in 1987, Robynne Raye has
continued to do work for entertainment and retail companies — both local
and national — and counts packaging, identity and poster design as some
of her favorite work. Robynne has received recognition from every major
design organization in the U.S. Her posters are represented in the permanent archives of the Louvre (Rohan Marsan wing), the Library of Congress,
Hong Kong Heritage Museum, Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Museum
Fur Kunst und Gewerbe, the Warsaw National Museum, and the CooperHewitt National Design Museum among others. She is co-author of Modern Dog: 20 Years of Poster
Art (Chronicle Books, 2008) and Inside the World of Board Graphics: Skate, Surf, Snow (Rockport
Books, 2011), and contributes regularly to the design blog RockPaperInk. For more than 18 years she
has lectured and taught workshops, both nationally and internationally. Currently she is an adjunct
instructor at Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle where she has taught classes on typography and
packaging design.

MIGREYES.COM

Mig Reyes
Mig Reyes is a designer at 37signals, where they make beautiful, simple web
apps. When his head isn’t buried in setting type and hacking at code, he
spends his nights teaching at The Chicago Portfolio School and organizing
CreativeMornings Chicago. Before making his way to 37signals, Mig cut his
teeth doing work for other really great people including Threadless, Google,
and Harley-Davidson. He’s been known to take down opponents in Layer
Tennis, and has been featured in many fancy design publications to boot.
Every now and again he’ll travel to speak about making things and caring
about your craft. Above all, he likes pizza, wearing ties and drinking whiskey. You can follow him on
Twitter (@MigReyes), if you’d like.
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Judges’ Picks
their favorite project

Louise Fili

Poster for Self-promotion by Column Five
p r i nt ed b y I mp r es s Gr a p h i cs

As a former user, I could relate all too well to this
infographic for the coffee-obsessed. I love the
way a great deal of data was expertly handled,
and the idea of painting in your consumption—
using coffee, of course—was brilliant, and an
ideal way to encourage a break from consumption. The lower left corner area to “stamp” your
cup was a nice final touch.

Robynne Raye
In a sea of business cards, these tactile, handmade, one-of-a-kind business cards make
the recipient feel like they got something
special. I can appreciate the lo-fi approach
and end result because many entries relied
on expensive production techniques. Its
simplicity—in execution, size and materials—
is what made it stand out.

10 / judges’ picks

full project

Page 16

Business Card for M David Media by Brandon Harrison
p r i nt ed b y M at t A llen ( cli ent )

full project

Page 132

Mig Reyes

Book for The Vilcek Foundation by yesyesyes design
p r i nt ed b y A s i a Pacifi c Off set

This is more than just a book, it’s a keepsake.
It’s an object. One that you’ll want to hold on
to forever. From the silver edges to the texture
of the stock, it’s clear that a lot of care went
into making sure that the stories told within
were complimented by the beauty of the
physical book itself.

Ben Levitz

full project

Page 164

Poster for Self-Promotion by Jim Godfrey Design, LLC
p r i nt ed b y R owley Press

What I loved about this piece was the story
of the typography that came alive with each
detail. The pattern, textures and type-centric
design made it a perfect design for letterpress
printing. The tight register of two colors on
a poster this size is a production challenge
that comes through in all the printing details.
Well done indeed.

Jeff Hernandez
My selection was based on the perfect marriage
of duplexed paper and exquisite tip-on which
was finely letterpressed and surrounded with
some of the most impressive, intricate, and delicate laser-cutting effects. All nicely sealed with
an exquisite copper foiled seal. Quite simply a
great execution of multiple craftsmanships.

full project

Page 70

Wedding Invitation for Friends by Ceci New York
p r i nt ed b y n/ a

full project

Page 142

Best of Show
Book for Adris Group by Bruketa&Zinic OM / printed by Cerovski Print Boutique

Awarded to the project that stood out above all others, across all categories, for its integration
of design and print production.
It was not surprising to discover that this book was designed
by Bruketa & Zinic, known for their ingenious “bakeable”
annual report—for Podravka, 2006—that I have the pleasure
of owning. Although a book fresh out of the oven may be a
hard act to follow, this one does not disappoint. The significant
weight of it was an immediate signal that this was no ordinary
publication. The intricate cover stamping and elegant typography completed the package. — Louise Fili
Heavy. Interesting. Unforgettable. This was the clear winner,
the piece that, because of its production, was impossible to
forget. In addition to the interesting production, the type was
beautifully executed. And it was also the only entry that could
be used later as a weapon. — Robynne Raye

This book offers a pleasant surprise. The raised cover invites
you to touch and feel the book, treating you to incredibly
sound typesetting within. But, when you lift it up, this guy is
heavy. It’s the first time I’ve seen physical weight used as a
communication element. It’s the kind of keepsake book that
makes you feel guilty if you ever think of throwing it away.
— Mig Reyes

An unexpected design twist doesn’t have to be a visual graphic
surprise. Well executed simple type throughout did not detract
from the books main feature: the weight. This book was what
one can only imagine as a production nightmare. Working with
heavy metal as the inner hard cover book board material made
the simple message clear. — ben Levitz
full project

Page 160

Radical Production
Book for Dion Lee by Ultra / printed by Adams Print

Awarded to the project that has done something new, unexpected, or out of the ordinary with a
print method or finishing technique, pushing the boundaries of what can be achieved.
Everyone marveled at the perfectly die-cut cover that manages
to go through only half of the thickness of the book. How did
they do it? This is restrained elegance at its best. — Louise Fili
The gorgeous photography in tandem with the stunning registration on the punched elements makes this piece a stand-out.

Watching the reaction to this entry from the 2 judges with print
production background was a lot of fun. — Robynne Raye
The production challenge of die-cutting this! Trying to figure
out different ways they could have cut it had me talking about
it most of the afternoon. — Ben Levitz

— Mig Reyes
full project
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highlights & trends

Most Winning Entries
by a designer or firm

by a printer

Marc English Design

Wat s o n L a mi nat es

Ian Law

A da ms P r i nt

Most Common Type of Project

s elf-prom ot i on

w eddi ng i nvi tat i on

b o ok

w eddi ng m at eri al s

Ultra

bookl et
catalog

C er ov s ki P r i nt B o u t i q u e

Ce rovski d.o.o.

C la s s i c C o lo r

He n ry and Compa ny

C o lo r Gr a p h i cs

Mama’s Sauce

H enr y a nd C o mpa ny

Stitch Design Co.

M a ma’ s S a u ce

p o s ter

Two Paperdolls

S i d es h ow P r es s

b u s i ness card

Most Used Paper Stock Brands

18 13
13 12
m ohawk

cran e lettra

16%
12%
cm yk

fr ench pa p er

7

proje cts both designed and
prod uced by the sa me designe r ,

cm yk + spot

72%

spot

neena h

Double-duty

firm , o r printer

Colors on Press

Biggest Print Run

Average Print Run

SanMar Annual Catalog by Creature

excluding SanMar’s run

175,000+ 1,241
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Poster for Self-promotion by Column Five
Printed by Impress Graphics
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

750

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

18 × 24

Strathmore Acid-Free Heavy Weight Cold
Press Watercolor, 140lb

Best of category

is a creative agency in Newport Beach,
CA, specializing in infographics and data visualization. Their clients range from tech start-ups to
Fortune 500 companies that are looking to make
their communication more visual.

Column Five

Column Five wanted to create a promotional piece based on coffee as a Christmas gift
for clients.

To show our appreciation for our clients and partners
this holiday season, we put together a little project to allow them to share in
our love for two important staples here at Column Five: caffeine consumption
and data visualization. Once monthly tracking is complete, the drinker can
use their coffee (or a stronger version thereof) to “paint” their data onto the
poster to complete the visualization.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

category start

16 /

OFFSET

production lessons It was the most challenging project because there were
so many great coffee packagings and promotions that had been done
before. We researched and tested papers that could be used for staining
and offset printing.

Ross Crooks / D es i g ner Andrew Effendy / Copyw ri t er Katy French

judges’ comments

Such a well thought out graphic, you can’t help but engage
and study it closer. — Ben Levitz
Just a beautiful infographic poster. — Robynne Raye
This is the kind of beautiful design you need to see in
person. The use of actual coffee as printing and design
element tied it all together. — mig reyes

Poster Series for Self-promotion by BB–KK
Printed by Classic Color
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

250 each

—

2

Overall satin
aqueous

—

dimensions

paper stock

38 × 26
26 × 38
30 × 22
18 × 18

McCoy Silk, 80lb cover

are professional designers,
type enthusiasts, and ardent believers in the
power of storytelling who live and work in
Chicago, IL. By day they are colleagues roaming
the halls of VSA Partners and by night they are
creating works of populist propaganda and reflecting the imagery of our cultural subconscious.

Brandt and Katherine

Our idea: compose a series of posters that feature the
complete text of classic children’s novels including the original etchings
from each book’s first publication, all soundly displayed on a single plane.

Approach and Solution

production lessons It took quite a lot of thinking to figure out how to get a
baseline grid to align on a diagonal. We also learned that not all fluorescent
inks are created equal. Some needed much closer scrutiny than expected.

Create a captivating entry for Typeforce 3,
a showcase of Chicago’s top typographic talent.

brief

additional production credits

20 / OFFSET

rank

First run of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland originally offset by UniqueActive.

Zine for Self-promotion by Jessica Karle Heltzel and Aura Seltzer
Printed by Linco Printing Inc.
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,000

16

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

11.25 × 16.5 × .05

Newsprint, 35lb

were in their
first year at the Maryland Institute College of Art,
Graphic Design MFA program, when this project
was developed.

Jessica Karle Heltzel and Aura Seltzer

Over nine days, we entered three arenas
in which we considered ourselves novices. To
embrace the tradition of zines’ focused audiences we also chose topics that are recognized
subcultures: chess, beer, and guns. We set out to
tell our own experience through the stories of
those we met.

brief

additional production credits Production f u nd i ng

24 / OFFSET

rank

Through the chaotic process, we documented, inquired,
interpreted, and experimented—just not always in that order. We studied
pop culture references in movies, attended tournaments and competitions,
and visited facilities and shows. We engaged with Grandmasters, brewmasters, rangemasters, and others far more experienced than us in the extended
Baltimore area. We recorded hours of exposure to each arena and a list of
relevant vocabulary. Our zine is a visualization of vernacular with a series
of vignettes that reveal how, especially as designers, we grasp for a wider
understanding of the world around us.

Approach and Solution

production lessons By printing on newsprint we were able to produce a large
number of copies at a reasonable price. Still, we had to account for lowquality paper, absorbency issues, and a limited color palette of just black and
white due to our budget constraints. We chose imagery and icons that would
shine in just black ink and were fairly conservative with type size and weight.
We chose a middle-weight, whiter paper stock to avoid bleed-through and
help make sure that our design’s “white space” was actually perceived as so.

Maryland Institute College of Art’s Center for Design Thinking

Catalog for/by Smith Optics
Printed by ColorGraphics
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

11,200

87 + cover

CMYK

Cover

Soft touch

binding

Perfect bound

flood
Gloss
and Dull UV
Strikethrough

Int eri or

dimensions

paper stock

11.75 × 9 × .25

Topkote, 130lb cover
Matrix/Jefferson Gloss Book, 100lb

is an outdoor/gravity sports brand
that manufacturers snow goggles, MX goggles,
sunglasses, and prescription eyewear for the
sport-lifestyle market.

Smith Optics

Create a premium sunglass catalog that
communicates our brand personality and sets us
apart from our competitors. Use beautiful and
inspirational product, athlete, and environment imagery to tell our key brand and product
stories and elevate the presentation of our
product in order to show our commitment to the
sunglass category.

rank

The goal was to highlight the Smith product being used
“outside walls.” We wanted to create a design language that combined/
melded action with the personalities of professional gravity-sport athletes.
The book needed to be captivating but still authentic to the very discerning
tastes of the surf world.

Approach and Solution

brief

production lessons One of the unforeseen challenges was the difficulty of
maintaining the attention spans of professional surfers when the surf came
up on The North Shore of Oahu.

Chatham Baker / L ayo u t Charlotte Baker / Addi t i onal Desi gner Andy McCabe / Phot ographers
Mark Welsh (lifestyle), Tony Harmer (product) / P r o j ect M a nag er Melanie Hansen

additional design credits Art Director

28 / OFFSET

Poster for Illinois Craft Brewers Guild by Ian Law
Printed by Graphic Arts Studio
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

2,000

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

25 × 19

French Paper Dur-O-Tone, Butcher
Extra White

is a non-profit organization founded in 1997 dedicated to promoting
the development and expansion of the craft beer
industry in Illinois.

The Illinois Craft Brewers Guild

brief

rank

The goal was to create an artisan and old-world-style
typography lockup that clearly communicated elements of craft beer, while
also making Chicago, IL, the center stage. The copper color was selected to
represent the copper beer tanks historically used in old breweries and still
utilized by many craft brewers.

Approach and Solution

A poster to promote Chicago Craft Beer Week.
production lessons Printing a metallic ink on dark paper when printing offset
can create undesirable results. Instead, select a similar white paper and
print a two color job of black and a metallic—that way the metallic will still
pop off the paper surface.

additional design credits Illustrator a nd D es i g ner

32 / OFFSET

Ian Law / D es i g ner Adam Muran

Book for Self-promotion by Leo Burnett Department of Design
Printed by JohnsByrne
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

500

16 + self-cover

3

Cover

dimensions

F old e d

Foil stamp

paper stock

5.25 × 8.25

binding

Saddle-stitch

rank

Cougar Smooth, White, 100lb text

The Department of Design is the brand design arm
of Leo Burnett, a Chicago, IL-based advertising agency and is, effectively, a bridge between
design and advertising.

Heat was a self-initiated project to promote
our new department at the 2012 AIGA members
meeting in Chicago, IL.

We wanted to build off a past project, Where the Wind
Blows — An A–Z guide to Chicago, which we originally produced for the
HOW conference last year. For the AIGA members meeting this summer we
decided to build on the guide concept and explore seasonal themes in our
city. Heat is a local’s guide to all things hot in Chicago.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits

34 / OFFSET

production lessons Our three neon spot inks made contrast and legibility
tricky. Neon orange vibrates hard on everything—not something we fully
considered. It’s definitely hot though!

Alex Fuller, Alisa Wolfson additional production credits P r o du cer Laura Stern

36 / OFFSET

offset /
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Book for Self-promotion by Factory Design Labs
Printed by ColorGraphics
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

180 + cover

CMYK + 3

Overall aqueous
Spot gloss UV
coating

Smythe-sewn

dimensions

paper stock

19 × 13

McCoy Silk, 100lb text

is a creative agency in Denver,
CO, specializing in action-adventure brands such
as The North Face, Oakley, Aspen Mountain, Revo,
Callaway Golf, and Snowmass Village Resort.

Factory Design Labs

Factory Design Labs creates a printed
portfolio piece annually to send out to both prospective and current clients. This being the 10th
volume, we wanted to create something a little
bit fancier than we’d done in the past. We wanted
the piece to give people a glimpse into the brands
we work with and what working here is like.

rank

The idea was to create a visual cornucopia of work
collected into the book. Our approach was to group the work into different
sections of the book not by brand but by objective and content. If you open
the book up in the middle, the front, or the back, you get a good sampling
of our brands and our work.

Approach and Solution

brief

production lessons We created a custom fluorescent ink for this piece—and
we learned that that’s harder than it sounds. Getting the perfect blend with
the bright pop of a fluorescent turned out to require more ink wells in the
press than we had available. In the end, the color was not as bright as originally planned, but it fits perfectly with all the rest of our materials. It was
a happy accident that it wasn’t as bright as we originally wanted, because
then matching the orange zipper color on the case to the fluorescent would
have proven impossible.

Andrew Price / D es i g n D i r ector Amy Kitt / Chai rm an Jonas Tempel / St u di o ProStephen Hauswrath / Retou ch er s Kit Petzel, Tom Hamilton / P h o t o g r a phers Brian Mark, Ryan Policky additional production
credits Mark Bavolak

additional design credits Executive Creat i v e D i r ect o r

ductio n

38 / OFFSET

Book for Self-promotion by Manic Design
Printed by Procomp Printset
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

—

CMYK

—

Casebound with
Cialux

dimensions

paper stock

9.84 × 9.84

Maple White, 170gsm

is an award-winning creative agency with a
portfolio of work that ranges from websites and
online campaigns to advertising and branding.

Manic

After ten years in the business we thought it
would be nice to compile a “Greatest Hits of sorts,
to mark a decade of being manic.” We thought
that it was a good time to take stock of what
we’ve done and to thank the people that we’ve
met along the way; we also wanted a handsome
leave-behind for when we meet potential clients.

brief

additional design credits Designer

42 / OFFSET

rank

This book took forever—something like two years—
|to write, design, and produce. Whenever a paid project came along, it got
shelved. Whenever we were unsatisfied with the design, it got stalled. The lesson here is that a self-promotional piece is highly personal. This wasn’t obvious
to us, and we delegated it several times. But it never worked. It was only when
we rolled up our sleeves and really got our hands dirty with the writing and
design that the book started to come together and to feel “real” and honest.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Printing on uncoated stock is not for the faint-hearted.
We worked with our long-time printer and chose a paper stock that had
been proven to perform. The paper merchant had a lot of intensely printed
samples and the printer gave us advice on line-screen and ink density.
But right off the press, some pages were still slightly muddy and needed
adjustment—it was nerve-racking to see the too-dark pages flying off the
Heidelberg. Every adjustment must have taken at least 100 sheets of eightup or more, so a higher print-run makes more sense.

Adeline Chong / C o p y wr i t er Jimmy Tan / D es i g ner and copyw ri t er Karen Huang

Catalog for/by Smith Optics
Printed by ColorGraphics
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

10,200

123 + cover

CMYK

Cover

Soft
touch flood
Int eri or Gloss
and Dull UV
Strikethrough

Perfect bound

dimensions

paper stock

11.75 × 9 × .3125

Topkote, 130lb cover
Matrix/Jefferson Gloss Book, 100lb

is an outdoor/gravity sports brand
that manufacturers snow goggles, MX goggles,
sunglasses, and prescription eyewear for the
sport-lifestyle market.

Smith Optics

Create a premium catalog that speaks to
the snowboard and ski community by presenting
our brand, product, and technology stories as
best-in-class through engaging product, action,
and lifestyle imagery.

rank

The goal was to highlight the Smith product being
used “outside walls.” We wanted to create a design language that melded
action with the personalities of professional gravity-sport athletes. The book
needed to be captivating but still authentic to the very discerning tastes of
the ski and snowboard world.

Approach and Solution

brief

production lessons The challenge was the small window of time between
when product samples were ready, when professional snowboarders and
skiers were available, the print deadline, and where in the world we could
find snow. So we took advantage of a six-day window to travel to Valle
Nevado, Chile. Once there, we encountered almost zero snow but still had
to make the shots look like mid-winter.

additional design credits Art Director Chatham Baker / L ayo u t Charlotte Baker / Desi gner Andy McCabe / Phot ographers Mark
Welsh (lifestyle), Tony Harmer (product) / P r o j ect M a nag er Melanie Hansen

44 / OFFSET

Book for 18th Street Arts Center by Still Room
Printed by Typecraft Wood & Jones
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

2,000

112 + cover

CMYK

—

Perfect bound, PUR

dimensions

paper stock

8 × 10.25

Mohawk Opaque Vellum, 80lb cover
Mohawk Opaque Vellum, 70lb text

18th Street Arts Center is an artists’ residency
program that provokes public dialogue through
contemporary art-making. 18th Street’s residencies, exhibitions, public events, talks, and
publications encourage, showcase, and support
the creation of cutting-edge contemporary art
and foster collaboration and interaction.

A catalog to accompany an art exhibition
exploring collaborative art practices in the
artists’ space movement in Los Angeles, CA, in
the 1970s and 80s. The exhibition was part of the
Getty initiative “Pacific Standard Time: Art in
L.A. 1945-1980.”

brief

additional design credits

Danny Flores

46 / OFFSET

rank

A sunburst of bright magenta and yellow ink takes over
the cover image, hinting at transformative art practices chronicled within.
A riff on 70s book design, Collab Labs utilizes rule lines, an asymmetrical
two-column grid, contemporary neon-tubing display type, and contemporary
monospaced body type to reference the past and feel like now. Chapter title
pages adopt the tactics of the cover with a softened palette and suggest the
retinal aftereffect of looking at So Cal sun for too long, or possibly a psychedelic experience. The use of color on the cover and title pages aims to
express the ineffable possibility of that space and time.

Approach and Solution

I wish I could have worked with professional color correctors on this project. Other than that, no major challenges as the Mohawk
Opaque prints beautifully, especially for an uncoated. It’s a great economical
sheet that I wish was more readily available on the West Coast.

production lessons

Jessica Fleischmann, Jennifer Rider additional production credits Sal es Manager Joe Nuñez / Pressm an

Poster and T-shirt Package for Cono by Noblanco
Printed by Gráficas Pajón
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

300

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.54 × 3.54 × 10.62
Size B 3.54 × 3.54 × 14.56

Uncoated chipboard, 328gr

Size A

Cono , based in Medellin, Colombia, is a small laboratory of ideas that designs products to “see and
touch” in limited-edition series. Targeted mainly
to young consumers between 20 and 35 years old.

Design the packaging to ship and deliver
large format posters and T-shirts.

brief

additional design credits Art Director a nd D es i g ner

48 / OFFSET

rank

A multifunctional package that is easy to stack with its
telescope system that can be assembled in two sizes.

Approach and Solution

Working with a structural designer—observing how someone can take a two-dimensional idea and convert it into a three-dimensional
solution— is very constructive.

production lessons

Carlos J Roldán / Ovum / S t r u ct u ral Desi gner Santiago Palacio

Packaging for Mikkeller by Bedow
Printed by Göteborgstryckeriet
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

3,500

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

4.05 × 3.07

Papyrus Torrgummerat Postpapper, 80gsm

Mikkeller exports craft beer to 40 different countries and is one of the most innovative breweries
in the world. It all started when former math
and physics teacher Mikkel Borg Bjergsø started
experimenting with homebrewing in his kitchen
in Copenhagen, Denmark, eight years ago.

Since 2005 Mikkeller has been experimenting with malt, hop, yeast, and water and have
managed to brew beer with notes of flavors like
champagne and fried bacon. With this approach
they interpreted the four seasons into four progressive beers due to be released during 2012—
the first beer will be a Pale Spring Ale.

rank

In the same way that the beer interprets the seasons,
so does the packaging. With a heat sensitive ink and two simple symbols, we
represent the changes between the seasons. The spring beer that introduces
2012 first shows a snowflake for winter, but when the beer is empty or when
a warm hand grips the bottle, the heat sensitive color fades away and leaves
a sun representing the spring. Just like nature—when the sunbeams melts
the snow.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

50 / OFFSET

production lessons Göteborgstryckeriet, a progressive printing company,
spent a couple of weeks experimenting with different temperatures of the
heat sensitive ink and how the labels reacted on the bottles. We had to offset
print it with five inks (three hits with the heat sensitive ink, one grey for text
and the sun, and one light yellow to reduce the ghosting of the snowflake).
In the end, the ghosting is slightly visible when the bottle is warm; for the
next beer in line we will try to experiment with different types of paper.

Perniclas Bedow / D es i g ner Anders Bollman

Book for MacDonald Photography by Rule29
Printed by O’Neil Printing
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

1,500

24 + cover

C ov er

1

I nt er i o r

special techniques

binding

Foil stamp
Int eri or Plus spot
dull varnish

Saddle-stitch

Cover

4/4

dimensions

paper stock

11.75 × 17.5

Appleton Skin Curious Collection, Mocha, cover
Appleton Curious Translucent
Appleton Utopia, text
Appleton Coated

MacDonald Photography is a commercial studio that
offers portrait and product photography as well
as video production services.

In collaboration with MacDonald Photography, Rule29 wanted to create a breathtaking book of
photography that depicts the story behind a cause
close to both of their hearts. As a self-promotional
project for Brian MacDonald’s brilliant photography we wanted to capture the way he sees the
world as well as his ability to shoot.

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

52 / OFFSET

rank

The approach was to create a larger than life brochure,
which seems to be a thing of the past, and use that moment to ask the
viewer: what is worthy? The images of youth shot in an empowering way
throughout the poorest areas of Nairobi, Kenya, were the focus to
this challenge.

Approach and Solution

production lessons When working with a variety of paper stocks and weights
you have to get a paper dummy made—for the technical challenges, as well
as the feel of the piece. We found in our first few paper dummies that the
sewn binding was almost perforating the vellum paper, so after a few times
of reading the book the paper started to tear out. So we needed to change the
weight and work with the binder on the distance between stitches. Never
would have caught that had we not done that step.

Justin Ahrens / D es i g ner Steve Czech

P ho tog r a ph y

Brian MacDonald

Book for 16bungee Gallery Hyundai and Jin Ju Lee
by Yoonkyung Myung
Printed by Banpro
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,000

34 + cover

CMYK

—

String

dimensions

paper stock

8.25 × 10.75

Rendezvous Matt Finish, Natural White, 80gr

is a gallery space for
young emerging artists, and Jin Ju Lee is one of
the artists that occasionally holds exhibitions
there. Most 16bungee visitors are young in age
and interested in the arts or future artists.

16bungee Gallery Hyundai

The painter Jin Ju Lee asked me to design
the brochure to highlight her very feminine and
detailed painting series Evanescing, In-evanescing. She wanted a larger format on good quality
paper to show details of her paintings well
and to avoid ordinary binding methods such as
saddle-stitching.

rank

Because the paintings are about her memories, the
pages of the book are weakly tied with a red string—this way, the book can
fall apart in the same way her memories fall apart into different pieces.
Red string is an object that commonly appears in her body of work—most
importantly in her main piece, which we used on the cover—so it works like
part of her painting.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Designer

Won Joon Lee

54 / OFFSET

production lessons I wish that I had arranged the pages differently so that the
red string does not run through the painting. Placing texts instead of a large
painting could be a good solution.

Yoonkyung Myung / D i r ect o r Yunsuk Kwon / C opyw ri t er Noam Kim / Coordi nat ors Henna Joo,

C op yr i gh t

16bungee, Gallery Hyundai / Phot og raph y Youngjun Choi

Book for Self-promotion by Ziba Design
Printed by Brown Printing
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,500

138 + cover

CMYK + 1

—

Perfect bound

dimensions

paper stock

9 × 12 × .375

C ov er

rank

Mohawk Navajo, White, 160lb cover
I nt er i o r Mohawk Loop Antique Vellum,
Gray, 70lb text

Ziba

is a design and innovation consultancy that
combines research-driven insights and trends
with graphic, industrial, interaction, and environmental design. Their clients range from startups
to Fortune 100 companies, augmented by side
projects, like The Fremont and its accompanying
book, to mix things up.

Approach and Solution

We set out to document The Fremont, a
utility bicycle designed by a team at Ziba in
conjunction with Portland framebuilders Signal
Cycles. We wanted to capture the bike’s story,
the thought and passion that went into it, and
explain our creative approach in the process.

production lessons First, maintaining readability in such a text-heavy document, while honoring the visual impact of the large format photographs was
challenging. Second, varying stock and page size without breaking the print
budget was a tall order. We relied heavily on the expertise of our production
designers here, and plenty of trial and error.

brief

It began as a personal project where Amin Zahiry would
tell The Fremont’s story by combining the team’s existing digital design diary
with photos and drawings of the process and construction. Presented as a
one-off to accompany The Fremont’s unveiling, the book grabbed the whole
studio’s imagination, and began to grow. Over 1,300 copies of the expanded
book were sent out as the studio’s holiday gift, accompanied by a personalized
bookmark and custom website.

Amin Zahiry, John Vieira, Carl Alviani, CJ DeWall, Aura Aragon-Ball, Niki Diamond, Chelsea Vandiver, Jenn
Manley-Lee, Todd Greco, Heather Cummings, Bob Gallup

additional design credits

56 / OFFSET

Catalog for/by Wright
Printed by Classic Color
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

2,500

16

CMYK

Super dull
aqueous coating

Saddle-stitch

dimensions

F lat

12 × 18

is a premier auction house specializing in
modern and contemporary design in Chicago, IL.

Wright

Wright’s annual summer auction,
Mass Modern, features more than 500 lots of
twentieth-century designs and objects offered
without reserve. The auction emphasizes the
well-designed and affordable and the catalog
aims to do the same.

brief

additional design credits Art Director a nd D es i g ner

Ross Floyd

58 / OFFSET

paper stock

rank

PorcelainECO, White, 70lb text

The 16-page saddle-stitched catalog is light in production
and cost and appealing in format and design. The colorful cover and alphabetical arrangement of items are accessible and engaging for the advanced
collector or the design enthusiast.

Approach and Solution

production lessons It is difficult to retain print quality and minimal showthrough with a thin paper stock. The 70lb porcelain performs well, but we
were limited to 16 pages—the volume of merchandise and the limited page
count provided an organic amount of gridded space left over for the alphabet
letters peppered throughout the catalog.

Jennifer Mahanay / R et o u ch er Todd Simeone / Phot ographers Devin Ehrenfried,

Catalog for/by Wright
Printed by Classic Color
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

2,000

160 + double
gate-fold cover

C ov er

5

I nt er i o r

CMYK

paper stock

8.25 × 10.75 × .5

C ov er

is a premier auction house specializing in
modern and contemporary design in Chicago, IL.

Important Italian Glass is a collection
featuring over 150 pieces of important art glass
from Italy. Sold at auction on June 9, 2012, the
catalog features rare and expensive masterworks collected by a single owner over a period
of 20 years.

brief

additional design credits Art Director a nd D es i g ner

Ross Floyd

60 / OFFSET

binding

UV switch
coating
Int eri or Satin
aqueous

Perfect bound, PUR

Cover

dimensions

Wright

special techniques

rank

Invercote Creato, 11.4pt
I nt er i o r PorcelainECO, Silk, 100lb text

We aimed to show each piece with a care that is
unmatched in the industry, giving the book life beyond the date of the
auction. The experimental cover coating, gate-folds, and expert printing
brought the photography to life—this book goes above and beyond the
catalog/auction experience.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The iridescent switch coating on the cover changes color
at various angles and in different lighting. This was also a unique quality of
the vase that we chose to photograph for the cover, and it was remarkable
to find a coating that could lend the same qualities to the book. It was necessary to tweak the color balance of the image and play with the density of
the coating on press to get the desired effect.

Jennifer Mahanay / R et o u ch er Todd Simeone / Phot ographers Devin Ehrenfried,

Booklet/Poster for Self-promotion by Commercial Artisan
Printed by Faulkenberg Printing
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

16 + poster

CMYK

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

6.25 × 9.25
F lat 27 × 35

Cougar, Vellum, 60lb text

F old e d

rank

Commercial Artisan is the graphic design studio
of brothers James and Jon Sholly, located in
Indianapolis, IN. They work with clients in the
arts, tourism, education, and the not-for-profit
sectors. The studio specializes in printed material
with an emphasis on regional history projects
and publications.

Approach and Solution

This issue of Commercial Article is a selfgenerated project and the continuation of an
ongoing study of regional design history. It tells
the story of Indiana ceramicists Jane and Gordon
Martz and their family business Marshall Studios.
Their work was featured in MoMA’s 1953 “Good
Design” exhibition.

production lessons We learned a lot about the limitations of working with
multiple folds and maximizing the sheet size on the press that was available
to us. Our end size was pre-determined and we wanted the poster to be as
large as possible, so we printed on a lightweight opaque sheet. Each side was
printed in CMYK, but only two colors at a time. There was no room on the
sheet for color bars, so we had to estimate the color. It was a seat-of-our-pants
way to print, but I’m happy with the way it turned out.

brief

additional design credits

62 / OFFSET

James Sholly, Jon Sholly

This is the fourth issue of a self-generated publication
that aims to document the stories of designers from Indiana that have made
significant contributions to their fields but remain relatively unknown outside—and sometimes inside—the state borders. It is a small way to document
the work and life stories that might otherwise go unseen. A secondary purpose
is to prompt others to tell the stories of similar figures in their areas, and
thereby create an independent design history network.

offset /

63

Annual Report for SL Green Realty Corp. by Addison
Printed by Earth Thebault
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

5,000

100 + cover

CMYK + 3

Soft Touch aqueous coating
Spot Gloss UV varnish
Overall dull varnish

binding

dimensions

paper stock

Perfect bound

8.25 × 11.625

Sappi McCoy, Gloss, 120lb
Mohawk Superfine, Ultrawhite, 100lb
Finch, 50lb

New York City’s largest office
landlord, is the only fully integrated real estate
investment trust, or REIT, that is focused primarily
on acquiring, managing, and maximizing value of
Manhattan commercial properties.

rank

SL Green Realty Corp. ,

Approach and Solution

SL Green’s annual report needed to communicate the long-term attributes that comprise the
company’s success story in Manhattan commercial
real estate. The company wanted to showcase
its assets and growth strategy. The report had to
convey SL Green’s innovation in creating value,
with fundamental market understanding.

production lessons Combining multiple varnishes and paper stocks throughout
the piece was not easy—especially when splitting spreads. We loved finishing
with the Soft Touch aqueous varnish and anticipated having that alone on the
covers but hitting the type with a gloss varnish afterward added that something extra—the second pass through the press was definitely worth it!

brief

Five chapters outline the ways SL Green sets the bar in
its industry, reading as a list of essential “ingredients” to success. The visual,
tangible properties are showcased as the entry point to the conversation
about the intangible strategies which create value for the company and its
shareholders. The report then offers a glimpse inside the company and its
key partnerships. The takeaway is the collection of unparalleled attributes
which together result in SL Green creating value in Manhattan real estate.

Rick Slusher / A r t D i r ect o r a nd D es i g ner Glenn Chan / Cl i ent Servi ce Di rect or Michelle
Steg Faranda / Studio Manager Joe Kester / P r o d u ct i o n M a nag er Mark Reilly additional production credits Pri nt er Vi ce Presi dent
Robert Dimino
additional design credits Design Direct o r

64 / OFFSET

Coasters for Fabric of Social Dining by Bex Brands
Printed by In to Ink
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

600

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

3.5 × 3.5 × 1

Car Fresh Board, White, 60pt

Best of category

is a restaurant group based
in San Diego, CA. This Grand Opening invitation
was made for Herringbone, a new restaurant
opening in La Jolla, CA. Their restaurants include
a large lounge area, bar area, and communal
tables to encourage interaction amongst patrons,
generally 30 and up.

Fabric of Social Dining

We stuck with black and white, and played with the
physical textures created by letterpress against the glossy box. We then
played with the visual texture of the herringbone pattern. Who wouldn’t
open a black box that comes in the mail?

Approach and Solution

production lessons

We always wish we had more time! We always want to

make it better!

The client wanted a show-stopper, but done
in a collegiate, bookish way.

brief

additional design credits Designers

Becky Nelson, Jeremy Dahl additional production credits Pressm an Larry Pyle / Accou nt Manager

Theresa Pyle
category start

66 /

Letterpress

judges’ comments

Beautifully letterpressed coasters make this restaurant
campaign a memorable one. And a promotion that is
usable always gets extra points. — Louise Fili
I really appreciated this letterpress piece because it communicates everything it needs to without trying so hard.
It’s one-color with sound type-setting—done. — Mig Reyes
A great promotion that outlives it’s original intention
and becomes a useful product. — Robynne Raye
I love letterpress work that doesn’t just recycle vintage
elements. This piece was simple and uniquely contemporary. — Ben Levitz

Poster for Self-Promotion by Jim Godfrey Design, LLC
Printed by Rowley Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

75 limited edition

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

11 × 17

Crane’s Lettra, Pearl White, 110lb cover

is the current chair of the Department
of Art & Visual Communications at Utah Valley
University who loves typography and teaching
students, while also freelancing.

Jim Godfrey

As designers we’ve all struggled to find
typefaces that compliment each other—it takes a
lot of work and experimenting to get it right. As a
professor at Utah Valley University, I constantly
encounter students who ask me which typefaces
work well together.

brief

I designed this poster wanting to show a few interesting
combinations of typefaces. I tried to make it entertaining by using famous
couples from life, literature, and history as subject matter—it was hard to
find couples that were not copyrighted, so there is no Ernie and Bert, Buzz
and Woody, or Scarlett and Rhett. But there was rich fodder like King Henry
VIII and Larry (the) King who had many “matches,” as well as classics like
John and Yoko, JFK and Jackie, Simon and Garfunkel, and even peanut butter
and jelly.

Approach and Solution

production lessons This poster actually printed without a hitch, even with the
tight registration it required. I was trying to take full advantage of letterpress
by including many fine details using symbols, shapes, and small type. These
details often were on separate plates and needed to line up perfectly. Rowley
Press did a fantastic job.

additional design credits Designer a nd C o ncep t D ev elo p ment

Davis additional production credits Leland Rowley

70 / Letterpress

rank

Jim Godfrey / C o ns u ltant s Patrick Wilkey, Tyrone Gibson, Courtney

Wedding Invitation for Kris & Mike by MDG, inc.
Printed by Gilah Press + Design
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

60

3

1

Blind emboss
Duplex

—

dimensions

paper stock

5.125 × 7

Crane’s Lettra, 220lb
Crane’s Lettra, 110lb

who have completely different sensibilities when it comes to design.

Kris and Mike

We were tasked with merging two different
design sensibilities and to convey our unique
personalities, while creating a memorable suite
that would serve as an accurate reflection of the
ceremony’s locale.

brief

rank

As it is for any wedding invitation, this piece was
meant to serve as informational and inspirational to family members and
friends. We were always cognizant of remaining true to the character of
the couple—which is why we wanted to create custom typography headers
for the names and a custom emboss to reflect the nature theme that was so
pivotal to the day. We loved that the wood grain on the main invitation card
doubled as a topographic element on the map.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The information card proved a bit difficult for a single sheet
of Lettra to handle—with the blind embossed map on the reverse side—so
Gilah Press + Design suggested a duplex solution that ensured no disruption
to the depth of the letterpress or the rest of the invitation components. They
saved the day.

additional design credits Designer a nd A r t D i r ect o r

74 / Letterpress

Kris Greene

Wedding Invitation for Paul & Mary by Mary Rosamond Kunnath
Printed by All Along Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

150

—

I nv i tat i o n

3/0
RS V P ca r d 1/0

—

—

RS V P env elo p e

1/0

dimensions

paper stock

16.625 × 7.875
F old e d 5.375 × 7.875
RSV P card 3.375 × 4.875
RSV P En ve lope 3.625 × 5.125

I nv i tat i o n a nd RS V P ca rd

F lat

Mary Katherine and Paul Kunnath ,

White, 110lb cover
French Paper Construction,
Insulation Pink, 70lb text

RS V P E nv elo p e

bride and groom.

Paul and I met at a choir audition when he
sang the song “Starry Night” for me. Six years
later, Paul proposed one night while we were star
gazing. So stars and the heavens kind of became
our theme. We wanted the invitation to our wedding to reinforce that theme.

brief

78 / Letterpress

rank

Crane’s Lettra, Pearl

I designed icons for different star magnitudes and
placed them in the location of the stars seen from our latitude and longitude
on the night of the wedding—a custom fold shows a single circle of stars that,
when opened, reveals two circles coming together to make one. Although the
stars are positioned accurately, I created my own constellations to emphasize
the making of new connections.

Approach and Solution

production lessons In order to keep the plate size small—and the cost as low
as possible—I designed the star map plate to be half the size of the invitation
and printed it twice having rotated it in the center. I envisioned the star map
as a blind emboss, but after seeing test prints we decided to add details of
silver ink to make it discreetly visible.

Business Card for/by Caliber Creative
Printed by Lilco Letterpress
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

4,000

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.5 × 2.5

Neenah ESSE Papers, Arancio
B ack Mohawk Loop Antique Vellum,
Urban Gray

rank

Fr o nt

is a creative branding agency.
Whether it’s an annual report, an invitation, a
website, or a poster for a good cause, they believe
that good design communicates. Their job is to
ensure it communicates well.

Caliber Creative

After moving into a larger office space, our
goal was to update our brand and let others know
that we are a growing yet established design firm.
The challenge was to still communicate that we
are fun, loud, and different, but in a more subtle
aesthetic than the shoot-em-up one we launched
with in 2008.

Letterpress was the ideal solution, as the subtle texture
instantly communicates that something is different, custom, and more
personal. We wanted the card to be a loud orange, and we toned down the
printed information by using a slightly darker tint. It’s a subtle balance that
communicates that, depending on the project, we can be a fun boutique
design shop or a buttoned-up agency.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct o r s

80 / Letterpress

production lessons Trying to fit so many details on one card was tough in that
all the pieces needed to be robust enough for the plates to hold up and not
clog. The “@” in the e-mail addresses had to be redrawn to be printable at
that scale.

Brandon Murphy, Bret Sano / D es i g ner Maxim Barkhatov

CD Package for Ethel by Malcontent
Printed by Aardvark Letterpress
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

binding

dimensions

3,000

—

1

—

7×7

paper stock

rank

French Paper Muscletone Speckletone, Black, 140lb cover
Neenah Classic Linen Papers, Red Pepper, 80lb cover

Ethel is a post-classical string quartet formed in
1998. Based in New York, NY, the band is comprised
of Ralph Frarris (viola), Dorothy Lawson (cello), Kip
Jones (violin), and Tema Watsetin (violin).

Since new music string quartets don’t really
get that much press, a special package was in
order. This way a casual mention in an interview,
the odd size displayed in a store, and other interstitial moments encourage people into actually
buying the physical product.

brief

After personal changes, the global financial crisis, wars,
and politics, it suddenly had been six years since Ethel’s last album Light.
So the title had to be Heavy. Thus the Spinal Tap initiative: a black on black
cover with calligraphic flourishes to counter. To add to the challenge, another
goal was set to see how close to the edge of visibility we could get. The
artwork is highly decorative in a Victorian sense, but the music is modern.
Could things be readable, but not too readable? The disc was printed white
on silver and the inner page was produced red-on-red.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Smaller independent music labels don’t have the economy
of scale like the majors. There is a standard workflow—printing, binding, disc
manufacture, assembly—which creates a standardized product which fits in
standardized distribution channels. It’s easier for a major to step outside this
standardized process to produce something different. The numbers are higher and relationships with printers and manufacturers are long-established.
We didn’t have this luxury. In stepping outside standard procedures, we had
to recreate this workflow, which added estimation and production time.

additional design credits Design, illust r at i o n, t y p o g r a p h y, p r o d u ct i o n s u p er v i s i o n and al bu m t i t l e

s upe rvisio n

Bill Dawson additional production credits D i s c Ross Ellis

82 / Letterpress

Mark Kingsley / On-press

Wedding Invitation for Kristen & Loren by Loren Klein
Printed by Rise and Shine Letterpress
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

60

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

9.125 × 3.6.25
RSV P card 4.875 ×3.5

Crane’s Lettra, Ecru, 600gsm

In vitation

met in high school and had been
together for over ten years before they decided
to get hitched.

Kristen and Loren

Our wedding was to be held on a beautiful,
grassy hill on a farm in Charlottesville, VA, with
the reception taking place in an old barn. We wanted a rustic-yet-elegant wedding invitation that
represented our wedding and our personalities.

brief

rank

Since we were to be married on our eleven-year
anniversary, I envisioned an infographic timeline of our lives showing how
long we had been together. A Venn diagram monogram evolved out of this,
which then informed the rest of the design including icons, a map, and a
flowchart. I designed with letterpress in mind to bring an intimate quality to
the invitations—knowing the monogram, which consists of two colors, when
overprinted would create a third color. We packaged them into paper-bagcolored envelopes and rubber stamped them to keep with the rustic farm
wedding tone and further reflect our personalities.

Approach and Solution

The production had to have super tight registration to
appropriately convey the overprinted monogram. We went for it anyway
and it turned out better than I could have imagined.

production lessons

84 / Letterpress

Collateral Materials for Self-Promotion by RoAndCo
Printed by Press New York
quantity produced

In vitation card
othe rs

100 - 120

number of colors

200

dimensions

Invitat i o n C a r d a nd B o t t le L a b el

1

Wraparound sticker and Envelope Label

Invi tat i on

CMYK

paper stock

3.875 × 8.37 and 2.75 × 7.25
6.5 × 2.25

Bot t l e Label

rank

Uncoated, Pure White, 200gsm
Bottle Labe l Uncoated, Pure White, Sticker
Wraparoun d sticker and Envelope L a b el Uncoated House Stock, White, Sticker
In vitation

RoAndCo

is a multi-disciplinary design studio
devoted to holistic branding that serves a range
of fashion, art, and lifestyle clients. Led by
award-winning creative director Roanne Adams,
RoAndCo offers design, image, and branding
capabilities across a variety of mediums, from
print to moving image.

Approach and Solution

Every year we send holiday gifts to special
clients and friends. Having recently moved into
a new studio space, we wanted to tie our 2011 gift
to our office warming party. We collaborated with
Morris Kitchen to produce RoAndCordials. We
provided the design and they provided the beautifully bottled and equally delicious ginger syrup.

production lessons RoAndCordials had many moving parts and we were
responsible for managing most of them, as opposed to working with a vendor
producing from our designs. We had to source boxes, labels, fabric, and more.
Our team packed each box by hand and a great deal of work and time went
into carefully putting them together. We realized how much thought and
planning must go into a project of this nature—we had to ensure each item fit
together perfectly and beautifully.

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

86 / Letterpress

RoAndCordials was our holiday gift to clients and friends
which included an invitation to our white-themed party in honor of moving to
White Street and the festive season. They were produced in the style of traditional medicine/cordial bottles and the labels included ginger syrup cocktail
recipes alongside traditional happy holidays messages. To remind our guests
to wear white, we stamped this message onto small white squares of fabric
placed atop the invite.

Roanne Adams / D es i g ner Lotta Nieminen

Business Card for Co-lab by Principle Design
Printed by Chapel Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,000

—

1

Duplex

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.35 × 1.96

Crane’s Lettra, Pearl, 300gsm
Concept Vellum, Mahogany, 216gsm

Co-lab is an architectural firm built on co-operation
and collaboration.

We worked together with the client on
rebranding their existing identity based on their
core values and what they do.

brief

additional design credits

88 / Letterpress

rank

We crafted a beautifully letterpressed business card
with a refined serif typeface debossed on a tree-free, 100% cotton stock. The
stock is a dual-layered combination of an earthy brown and white, uncoated
stock that is simple, clean, and sophisticated.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The challenge for this project was finding the ideal impression strength of the letterpress and how it affected the duplexing process.

Sash Fernando, Jess McGeachin

Book for/by Red Butte Press
Printed by Book Arts Program, Red Butte Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

226 limited edition

32 + cover

4

—

W-fold pamphlet

dimensions

paper stock

6 × 9 × 25

Rives BFK, Tan, 280gsm
Rives Heavyweight, Cream, 175gsm

Red Butte Press, J. Willard Marriott Library, The University of Utah ,

honors and extends the traditions
of fine press printing by producing handcrafted
limited editions. They are committed to contemporary dialogue and publish essays focused on
the western United States as well as the best in
modern fiction and poetry.

The three essays in Wo/Men at Work
present multiple perspectives on work in the
American West. The production of this handmade
book furthers its investigation of labor through
physical practice, and through the integration of
cutting-edge and antiquated technologies.

brief

rank

This three-part pamphlet represents a creative, physically labor-intensive, and materially-productive engagement with questions
about how work shapes our lives. It probes the politics and gender roles of
traditional and contemporary labor—a hybridization of old and new methodologies, it embodies a critical examination of technology and consumption.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The 24-inch cover pushed the limits of our Vandercook
SP-20 letterpress, as well as the capabilities of the photopolymer plate vendor,
Boxcar Press. Long narrow sheets prove difficult to register multiple colors, so
artists were asked to embrace an aesthetic that allowed for “creative misregistration.” To keep costs down, student workers assisted with both printing and
binding under the supervision of Red Butte Press staff. Throughout binding,
tasks were alternated to maximize engagement. Custom jigs were designed
to systematize scoring, folding, and sewing, and books were completed in
batches of ten to monitor quality.

David Wolske / Illustrators Laura Decker, Claire Taylor, David Wolske
Claire Taylor / P r i nt er s Chris Dunsmore, Andrew Farnsworth, Dayna Kerns / Head Bi nder
Emily Tipps / Binders Chris Dunsmore, Dayna Kerns
additional design credits Typography, Design, and Art Direction
additional production credits Hea d Prin t er

90 / Letterpress

CD Package for Sojourn Community Church by Pedale Design
Printed by Hound Dog Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

2,000

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

5.5 × 5

French Paper Construction, Electric Red

is a community of Christians with
a focus on reinterpreting historic hymns and
creating new songs inspired by icons such as
Isaac Watts. Their mission is to make music that
is robust in biblical theology, while also holding
its ground in artistic endeavor.

Sojourn Music

brief

They asked me to “go for it.” So I did.

92 / Letterpress

rank

The CD is a Christmas record. It needed to feel like a
Christmas piece without feeling generic. I loved using the red paper and
the silver ink. The combination teetered close to being gaudy, but I felt the
artwork kept it safe from being misunderstood.

Approach and Solution

production lessons

I learned to always work with Hound Dog Press.

Business Card for/by Mama’s Sauce
Printed by Mama’s Sauce
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

—

1

Duplex

—

dimensions

paper stock

2 x 3.5

Crane’s Lettra, Fluorescent White, 110lb cover
French Paper Muscletone, Black

Mama’s Sauce is a boutique spot color print shop in
Orlando, FL.

The goal was to create a very simple business card that would draw attention to letterpress
through print rather than copy.

rank

While printing this, we hoped to create a false emboss by
debossing the negative space. At the same time, we sought to match the tone
of our black print to the tone of the French Paper Muscletone black paper.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Logo

94 / Letterpress

production lessons This front/back cohesion simplifies the appearance of the
card while also drawing attention to the process it markets.

Austin Petito / L ayo u t Brian Boesch additional production credits Pri nt er Brooks Chambers

Letterpress /

95

Wedding Materials for Winterfeldtt by Stitch Design Co.
Printed by Sideshow Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

125

8

—

Foil stamp, Gold

Saddle-stitch
Hand assembly

dimensions

paper stock

4.5 × 6
RSV P card 3.5 × 4.875
En ve lo pe 4.75 × 6.5

B o o klet

Winterfeldtt in conjunction with bride and groom
Maggie and Christopher.

The task on hand was to design a wedding
invitation reflective of the venue—the historic
Boston library—and the romantic and ethereal
feel of the wedding day.

brief

Our font selection and construction was inspired by
title pages of classic books and the beautiful architectural details of the
Boston Public Library. We coupled this with soft Italian papers in shades of
pink and soft white to create a suite that felt timeless, yet formal. The bride
also planned on using low-lying arrangements of garden roses, so we found
a botanical book on vintage roses that we used to create the uniquely different envelope liners. The gold foil printing and gold string added a touch of
elegance that reflected the bride and her big day.

Approach and Solution

production lessons

additional design credits Designers

96 / Letterpress

rank

Arturo Paper, Rosa, 32lb
RS V P C a r d a nd E nv elo p e Somerset Velvet

Book le t

Use super glue to secure thread knots.

Amy Pastre, Courtney Rowson additional production credits Produ ct i on Virginia Gregg

Aerogram for/by The Hungry Workshop
Printed by The Hungry Workshop
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

900

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

8.4 × 10.7

Spicers Stephen, Scrambled White, 330gsm

specializes in carefully
crafted letterpress invitations, stationery, business cards, and conceptual graphic design in
Brisbane, Australia.

The Hungry Workshop

We set out to create a new addition to our
letterpress stationery product line.

brief

rank

For those too young to remember (or those that are
bit older and prone to forget), an aerogram is a letter and envelope in
one. With our design, there’s no glue or tape needed, so simply write your
message, tuck the tabs in, stick a stamp on, and off it goes. Aerograms were
quite popular back in the day, but they officially went the way of the dodo.
We thought we’d bring them back with a bit of gusto. Each aerogram has
the same wild pattern, a neon Native American inspired motif that is just as
much fun to send as it is to receive.

Approach and Solution

production lessons We printed a common neon pink plate across all three
aerograms, then mixed up the run by switching the ink colors on the second
plate: electric blue, neon purple, and bright orange. Perfect registration was
essential for this piece, so we needed a large amount of patience and a well
behaved press.

98 / Letterpress

Calendar for Self-Promotion by Two Paperdolls
Printed by Two Paperdolls
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

250

12

7

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

5×7

Crane’s Lettra, Fluorescent White, 110lb

Two Paperdolls is a graphic design and letterpress
house. In addition to corporate branding and
custom social stationery, they offer a retail line
of letterpress goods which are sold online and
directly to retailers.

This was an in-house project to add to our
letterpress retail line.

brief

additional design credits

100 / Letterpress

Jennifer James

rank

This calendar celebrates the ubiquitous mustache by
showcasing a different iconic flavor-saver each month.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The most challenging part of creating this calendar was
to develop a stand that could hold the stack of twelve cards that was still
able to fold flat, and not exceed the dimensions of the calendar itself. The
solution was to die-cut and score a sturdy card stock that fit within an outer
sleeve that held the entire product.

Poster for Gallery 1988 by Chris DeLorenzo
Printed by Mama’s Sauce
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

50 limited edition

—

3

Varnish

—

dimensions

paper stock

18 × 24

French Paper Construction, Cement Green,
100lb cover

rank

I chose my favorite show from when I was a kid, Space
Ghost Coast to Coast. Since Space Ghost is a revived 1960s cartoon I decided
to give my poster a retro/ham radio advertisement feel.

Gallery 1988 are a pair of pop-culture themed art
galleries in Los Angeles, CA, and Venice Beach,
CA, that focus on exhibiting emerging artists.

Approach and Solution

Silkscreen poster for the Adult Swim Tribute
gallery show.

production lessons Setting up silkscreen files with halftones of two different
colors that interweave is always an adventure.

brief

additional production credits

category start

102 /

Jesse Adams

silkscreen

Greeting Cards for Self-promotion by Murmure
Printed by Homeself
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

350

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

5.825 × 8.267

Poposet 350gr

strives to overturn the limits between art,
graphic design, and communication by bringing
together an array of skills. Awakening of the
senses, poetry, and elegance of textures are the
fundamental principles the agency uses to create
an original and efficient concept.

Murmure

Banking on the use of white, we wanted to let the
subtlety of the tone and the interaction between height and texture reveal
their refinement through the use of light.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The challenge was to design a white greeting card. Because
we wanted to play with volume, light, and patterns in the typography, we
used a puffing and varnish silkscreen to achieve those differences.

To produce a singular and airy greeting card
where the graphic refinement is sublimated by
the technical complexity, making the greeting
card a showpiece for the agency.

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

104 / silkscreen

rank

Paul Ressencourt / A r t D i r ect o r Julien Alirol

Invitation for Silkstone by RoAndCo
Printed by Proof7
quantity produced

number of colors

1,000
All othe rs 200

Pa per b ag a nd I ns i d e S leev e

Pape r bag

RS VP Car d

dimensions

1/0

Post er Fl at

Outside S leev e a nd R eco r d L a b el S t i cker
Weddin g Gu i d e P o s t er

4.312 × 2.437 × 7.875
16.5 × 23.5
RS VP Card 5 × 7
Ou t si de Sl eeve Fl at 14.5 × 8.25
Weddi ng Gu i de Post er 14 × 21
Weddi ng Gu i de 7 × 7
Paper bag

1/1
2/0

2/1

Poster a nd W ed d i ng Gu i d e

2/2

paper stock

rank

Mohawk Feltweave, Soft White, 80lb text
RSV P Card , Outside Sleeve Mohawk Superfine Eggshell, Soft White, 100lb cover
Inside Sleeve, Wedding Guide Poster, Wedding Guide Mohawk Superfine Eggshell, Soft White, 80lb text
P oste r

Nine10Eleven ,

helmed by New York, NY, couple Mollie
and Andrew is a non-profit organization for kids.
Working hand in hand with Added Value, another
local non-profit, the organization aims to create
opportunities for the youth of South Brooklyn.

Approach and Solution

It was important to capture Mollie and Andrew’s
personalities—specifically their love for New York City and classic rock. We
designed the invitation on the back of a 7-inch record sleeve which contained
a vintage vinyl record, a poster that doubled as a map of the city highlighting
their favorite spots, and the RSVP card. For the event, we created brown paper
bags for cocktail hour and late night bagels.

Their 9/10/2011 wedding date inspired the
branding of their organization Nine10Eleven.The
two events were celebrated concurrently, and our
challenge was to create wedding invitations that
doubled as the brand identity for the charity.

production lessons Finding appropriately sized mailers was hard, but we
found them in the United Kingdom. Another difficulty was achieving color
continuity across the range of materials we were working with—we had to
go through several rounds of silkscreening before things came out right.

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

108 / silkscreen

Roanne Adams / D es i g ner s Tadeu Magalhães, Lotta Nieminen / Il l u st rat or Elliott Burford

rank

Poster for Goose Island Beer Company by Ian Law
Printed by Crosshair
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

250

—

3

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

19 × 25

French Paper Pop-Tone, Lemon Drop, 100lb

rank

Goose Island Beer Company

produces several yearround and seasonal styles of craft beer, the
best-known of which are 312 Urban Wheat Ale
and Honker’s Ale. The beers are distributed
across the United States and the United Kingdom.

Approach and Solution

Design a poster to promote a summer
concert series in Logan Square—a neighborhood
in Chicago, IL. The concert series was being
sponsored by Goose Island Beer Company.

production lessons

brief

additional production credits

110 / silkscreen

Daniel MacAdam

The poster was to have a musical theme while also
having a connection to the neighborhood in which it was taking place. The
design solution uses a monument at the venue location as central element.
A guitar neck was juxtaposed behind the monument to incorporate the
musical subject matter.
Printing on bright yellow paper is awesome.

Poster for Goose Island Beer Company by Ian Law
Printed by Crosshair
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

250

—

3

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

19 × 25

French Paper Pop-Tone, Blu Raspberry, 100lb

produces several yearround and seasonal styles of craft beer, the bestknown of which are 312 Urban Wheat Ale and
Honker’s Ale. The beers are distributed across
the United States and the United Kingdom.

Goose Island Beer Company

The client asked me to create a poster for a
Chicago, IL, summer concert series taking place on
Mondays at Millennium Park. The poster needed
to communicate the subject matter (music) and the
location (Chicago’s Millennium Park).

brief

additional production credits

112 / silkscreen

Daniel MacAdam

rank

I took a constant Chicago theme—construction—and
incorporated the names of the bands and event into the building process.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Always double-check band names even if they were supplied to you by the client. That way you do not have to reproduce screens.

Moving Announcement for Self-promotion by Cristina Pandol
Printed by Cristina Pandol via Grow Your Own Media
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

50

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

37.5 × 26

AAA Map

is a graphic designer living in
downtown Los Angeles, CA. Her audience was
50 of her closest friends, family members, and
colleagues.

Cristina Pandol

I needed to announce that I had moved,
but was unhappy with all the conventional
postcard type announcements—I also saw this
as an opportunity for self-promotion.

brief

additional design credits Ca lligrapher

114 / silkscreen

rank

The purpose of this piece is to announce my new address
to my family, friends, and colleagues, and to make my new home seem easy
to get to, and hopefully encourage visitors.

Approach and Solution

production lessons I rented a studio to silkscreen this myself. I ran into a lot
of issues: I was too short to do such a large print, so I had to stand on a (hot
pink) crate the entire time.

Calligraphy Katrina

Skateboard Deck for MARK Skateboards by Marc English Design
Printed by Watson Laminates
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

55

—

1

Stain
Laser-etch

—

dimensions

paper stock

8.125 × 30.5

North American maple, Laminated

MARK ,

for discriminating skaters and collectors,
makes limited-edition skateboard decks, hand
silk-screened in the USA, on the finest laminated
North American maple. MARK decks are not designed for a target audience, except for the ones
in our collective heads. Which means they are
steeped in art, culture, literature, and film.

The 001^NAKED deck was designed to be the flagship
model for the new company, and reflect old-school skateboard decks as well
as a tip o’ the hat to surfing. It became “naked” by only using the company
logo for graphics, as well as highlighting the serial number: 001.

Approach and Solution

production lessons We’d never worked with a company that screens on
curved woods. Or that, in spite of their specializing in skateboards, did not
have templates.

Excite skateboarders with a deck that paid
homage to the roots of the sport.

brief

additional design credits Designer

116 / silkscreen

rank

Marc English / P r o d u ct i o n Joe Bullard, Tyler Barnes, Rebecka English

Skateboard Deck for MARK Skateboards by Marc English Design
Printed by Watson Laminates
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

51

—

1

Stain
Laser-etch

—

dimensions

paper stock

8 × 31.5

North American maple, Laminated

MARK ,

for discriminating skaters and collectors,
makes limited-edition skateboard decks, hand
silk-screened in the USA, on the finest laminated
North American maple. MARK decks are not designed for a target audience, except for the ones
in our collective heads. Which means they are
steeped in art, culture, literature, and film.

The actual art derives from an old cardboard packing
box found in New York’s Chinatown many years ago. The swastikas that
were on the original box (an ancient Chinese symbol) were replaced with
the M/arrow and arrow, that are part of the MARK branding.

Approach and Solution

production lessons We’d never worked with a company that screens on
curved woods. Or that, in spite of their specializing in skateboards, did not
have templates.

The 004^KANG was done in honor of Mark
Gobble’s son, Trent (Kang), adopted from China.

brief

additional design credits Designer

118 / silkscreen

rank

Marc English / P r o d u ct i o n Joe Bullard, Tyler Barnes, Rebecka English

Mailer for Self-Promotion by Shakira Twigden
Printed by Mike Whyte
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

100

—

1/1

Foil stamp, Gold

—

dimensions

paper stock

8.26 × 11.7

Mohawk Navajo, Brilliant White, 432gsm

Shakira Twigden is a graphic designer living and
working in Auckland, New Zealand. This mailer
was sent out to companies that she admires and
would love to work for.

The goal at the end was to get a job. So the
tone of voice had to be responsive to people who
are extremely busy and who already have a great
team of people.

brief

category start

120 /

foil stamp

rank

The purpose of this piece was to showcase my skills
and ability as a designer, with an end result of getting a job opportunity with
the businesses that received this mailer. The approach had to be daring, in
your face, and very creative. As creative directors receive so many portfolios, it had to stand out with a clear voice about who I am as a designer and
as a person.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Designing for yourself is very hard—you are your worst
client and nothing is ever right. But there is a light at the end of the tunnel.

Business Card and Note Sheet for Tangle by Still Room
Printed by Maskell Graphics
quantity produced

page count

special techniques

500

—

Foil stamp, Crown Roll Leaf Holographic pattern 757-100
Duplex

dimensions

paper stock

3.5 × 2
No te she e t 5.5 × 7.5

Neenah Astrobright, Celestial Blue, Venus
Violet, Terra Green, Lift-Off Lemon, 65lb cover

Busin e ss card

is a brother-and-sister small property developer. The brother is a Los Angeles, CA-based architect who specializes in small dwellings; the sister
is a Seattle, WA-based copywriter. Together they
have a sense of adventure and lightness and they
are a team of incredibly efficient hard workers.

Tangle

Tangle wanted a logo, shared business cards,
and note sheets that were clean, modern, playful,
and unexpected. Their audience is, first, themselves; second, bankers and potential backers;
and, third, design and development colleagues.

brief

additional design credits

Frank Mccaffer II

122 /

Foil stamp

rank

Tangle surprised me by embracing the most ornate type,
bright paper, and wild foil proposed—which is in keeping with Tangle’s mission of creating unexpected spaces. A single card serves both partners, with
balanced hierarchy between them, where the card flips either way, depending
on who’s giving the card. The cards are laminated in pairs of similar colors:
blue with violet, yellow with green. The note sheet adapts the slash of the
card so that each user can write in the part by their name, thus allowing for
interesting compositions in each use.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Foil comes on different substrates. We ordered samples of
several foils on several substrates to test what would stick and release best
on the uncoated paper. We learned that even different colors of the same
stock behaved differently.

Jessica Fleischmann additional production credits Foil Specialist Dave Ritchie / Director of Business Development

Business Card and Postcards for/by Elana Schlenker
Printed by Aldine
quantity produced

Busin e ss card
P ostcard

500

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

—

—

Foil Stamp, Crown
Foil GB01-076F

—

250

dimensions

paper stock

Busin e ss card
P ostcard

3.5 × 2

rank

Hollander’s Davey Board, Gray, .060

5×7

Elana Schlenker is a designer and art director
based in Brooklyn, NY, who specializes in publication and print design.

I set out to create an upbeat holiday mailer
and business card that reflected my love for color
and my attention to detail and form.

brief

By using a rainbow foil stamp with a gradation much
larger than the print area on my business cards, I was able to create a series
of cards in varied color combinations without incurring additional printing
costs. To offset the slick foil stamping I selected a tactile gray board. This
resulted in a final product that is eye-catching but not fussy—much like
my own work.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Sourcing of the gray board took much longer than expected. I was surprised to learn that this color board is available in a limited
number of weights (all of which are very heavy). Chipboard is available in
much thinner weights, but is typically brown in color. I also learned that
rainbow foil is awesome! I think the printer did, too. Everyone involved was
pleasantly surprised by the results.

additional production credits

124 /

Foil stamp

COO Lee Zuniss

Party Favor for/by Rietje & Sam
Printed by Beau-coup
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

200

—

—

Foil stamp

—

dimensions

paper stock

5×5

Matte White

Rietje and Sam Becker

are two picky graphic

designers.
We wanted beautiful printed specimens to
delight and impress friends and family and to
serve as mementos of our wedding weekend.

brief

126 / Foil stamp

rank

Through the paper stock, colors, and writing this wedding system aimed to be a faithful reflection of us as a couple. The avatars
do that literally, but the filigree (local Florida) birds and typography help
us to set the scene for our wedding and union.

Approach and Solution

production lessons When printing on cocktail napkins, metallic inks produce
crisper typography. We’ve done it both ways and the flat color napkins
definitely fill in (especially ampersands)!

Deck of cards for O’Neil Printing by Rule29
Printed by O’Neil Printing
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

2,500

56

Cards

CMYK/CMYK
B o x t r ay CMYK
B o x S leev e CMYK/CMYK + 1

Cards Aqueous
Coating		

dimensions

paper stock

rank

3.5 × 2.5

Cards

O’Neil Printing

Neenah Linen, White Pearl, 115lb cover
B o x T r ay Neenah Environment, 100lb

is the oldest print company in

O’Neil Printing wanted us to create a piece
that would show off their digital press and appeal
to creatives at the AIGA Arizona conference. The
Perfect Pair is a promotional for their new HP
Indigo and a collaboration with Just For Kicks.

brief

additional design credits Designer a nd I llu s t r at o r

category start

128 /

DIGITAL

Each face card was given a name after a type of
person that loves shoes: The Athlete, The Congressman, The Writer, The
Fashionista, etc. Each of the remaining 36 cards feature a different shoe
profile to complete the unique deck.

Approach and Solution

Arizona.

production lessons Our biggest challenge was planning time to illustrate 52
custom cards and a container that mimicked a contemporary shoe box—it
took a lot more time than we originally thought. The paper, though, was the
make-it-or-break-it factor. Would uncoated paper produce playing cards that
felt right? Neenah’s digital papers fit the bill perfectly. During the process,
we were able to learn just how the digital press handled the different papers
and finishes.

Tim Damitz / A r t D i r ect o r Justin Ahrens

Yearbook for The Cooper Union by Sam Holleran
Printed by Tri-Lon Color Graphics
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

300

135

CMYK		

—

Screw-post

dimensions

paper stock

1.75 × 9 × 1.5

I nt er i o r

rank

Sappi Flo Cardstock
E nd pa p er s Mohawk Loop Feltmark, Coco

is a privately funded college in New York,
NY. Founded by inventor, industrialist, and
philanthropist Peter Cooper in 1859, The Cooper
Union offers education in art, architecture and
engineering, as well as courses in the humanities
and social sciences.

The challenge in designing the book was to make a
product that united a very unique and multifarious student group. I chose
to do that literally by making a book that can fan and display every student
at once and figuratively by engaging the classmates in collaborative
photography sessions where they learned a great deal about each other in
the process. The information that appears in the book is minimal (name,
concentration, and hometown) but the exchange that went on during the
photography and input sessions that developed this book was major.

The Cooper Union senior council wanted
a yearbook that would be novel in form and feel
celebratory and fun (the typical cloth-bound
yearbook is pretty tired). It was also key that
it maintain dignity and gravity because it’s an
object that alumni will, hopefully, show to their
spouses, children, and grandchildren.

production lessons I looked to the screw-post binding as a way to create a
super cheap and expandable book that could, if needed, have extra pages
inserted at the last minute. In the end, I would have spent the money saved
on a harder and more durable case that shows less wear—these guys need
to last a lifetime.

The Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and
Art

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Designer

130 / Digital

Sam Holleran / P h o t o g r a p h er s Awol Erizku, Madison Watt

Business Card for M David Media by Brandon Harrison
Printed by Matt Allen (client)
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

100 + ongoing

—

1/1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.4 × 2.1

Polaroid 300 film

Matt Allen (aka M David Media) is a photographer
based in Denver, CO. He is unique in the fact that
he only books a handful of clients every year and
shoots almost exclusively in the Denver area.

Booking an exclusive amount of clients
every year, Matt wanted a solution that wasn’t just
unique and memorable, but also cost-effective.

brief

132 /

Other

rank

We created a solution that showcased Matt’s love for
Denver and his affinity for film photography. This way Matt is able to pour
his heart, hands, and craft into every detail of each card. From the photography to the hand-stamping, they’re not just a visual of his work, but also a
representation of his work ethic. For Matt, business cards are no longer just
a promotional tool, they’re a creative outlet.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Producing these cards by hand is very difficult. We had to
switch inks in order to speed up dry time and create a permanent print. We
also had to heat the embossing powder quickly to keep the film and backing
from separating. Lastly, we discovered that placing the business card on a
colder surface, such as granite, helps minimize damage to the back of the
card during embossing.

Annual Report for SL Green Realty Corp. by Addison
Printed by Earth Thebault
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

5,000

100 + cover

CMYK + 3

Soft Touch aqueous coating
Spot Gloss UV varnish
Overall dull varnish

binding

dimensions

paper stock

Perfect bound

8.25 × 11.625 × .3125

Sappi McCoy, Gloss, 120lb
Mohawk Superfine, Ultrawhite, 100lb
Finch, 50lb

New York City’s largest office
landlord, is the only fully integrated real estate
investment trust, or REIT, that is focused primarily
on acquiring, managing, and maximizing value of
Manhattan commercial properties.

rank

SL Green Realty Corp. ,

Approach and Solution

SL Green’s annual report needed to communicate the long-term attributes that comprise the
company’s success story in Manhattan commercial real estate. The company wanted to showcase
its assets and growth strategy. The report had to
convey SL Green’s innovation in creating value,
with fundamental market understanding.

production lessons Combining multiple varnishes and paper stocks throughout
the piece was not easy—especially when splitting spreads. We loved finishing
with the Soft Touch aqueous varnish and anticipated having that alone on
the covers but hitting the type with a gloss varnish afterward added that
something extra—the second pass through the press was definitely worth it!

brief

Five chapters outline the ways SL Green sets the bar in
its industry, reading as a list of essential “ingredients” to success. The visual,
tangible properties are showcased as the entry point to the conversation
about the intangible strategies which create value for the company and its
shareholders. The report then offers a glimpse inside the company and its
key partnerships. The takeaway is the collection of unparalleled attributes
which together result in SL Green creating value in Manhattan real estate.

additional design credits Design Direct o r Rick Slusher / A r t D i r ect o r a nd D es i g ner Glenn Chan / Cl i ent Servi ce Di rect or Michelle
Steg Faranda / Studio Ma nager Joe Kester / P r o d u ct i o n M a nag er Mark Reilly additional production credits Pri nt er Vi ce Presi dent
Robert Dimino

Varnishes

134 /

Invitation set for St. Louis Public Library Foundation by
TOKY Branding + Design
Printed by The Advertisers Printing Company
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

2,500

18

CMYK

—

Accordion fold

dimensions

paper stock

5.7 × 8
F lat 24.7 × 8

Cougar Opaque, White Smooth, 65lb cover

F old e d

rank

The St. Louis Public Library Foundation

is an independent nonprofit 501(c)(3) charitable organization.
First organized by the Board of Directors of the
St. Louis Public Library in 1989, the Foundation
was reorganized in 2003 and given the charge
to increase private-sector support to benefit the
growing needs of the Library.

Approach and Solution

The St. Louis Public Library Foundation
asked us to create an invitation for their annual
gala that would support their chosen theme of
“Texts and the City.” Their only other direction
was that they did not want a simple “Sex in the
City” parody.

production lessons For the most part, production on this piece went pretty
smoothly. The hardest part was figuring out the accordion fold since it was
irregular and set at very precise intervals. Our printer did a great job of
working with us to achieve the desired effect.

brief

Eric Thoelke / D es i g ner a nd I llu s t r at o r Mary Rosamond / Art Di rect or Katy Fischer /
Lauren Crevits additional production credits P r i nt er V i ce P r es i d ent Robert Dimino

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

Ac co un t Man ager

category start

136 /

We came up with a clever way to take real literary texts
and weave them together into an evocative narrative about a gala under the
stars in a faraway sparkling city. Each passage was paired with illustrations
handcrafted from bits of old books and advertising ephemera. We designed
a custom accordion fold, so readers would feel as if they were turning
through the pages of the books quoted in the story, with characters coming
to life on the pages.

binding

Museum Gala Auction Catalogue for Contemporary Art Museum
St. Louis by TOKY Branding + Design
Printed by The Advertisers Printing Company
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

1,000

80 + 4 page cover

C ov er

2/2
I nt er i o r CMYK + 1/CMYK + 1
g at e f o ld s 2/2, 1/1

Sealed gate fold
Zipper
perforation

binding

dimensions

paper stock

rank

Perfect bound

5.5 × 8.5

Carnival Vellum, New Black, 80lb cover
I nt er i o r TopKote Dull, 80lb text
Gat e Fo ld s Curious Metallic Ionised, 80lb text;
Wausau Royal Metallics, Kings Gold, 70lb text
C ov er

The Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis is a non-profit,
non-collecting contemporary art museum dedicated to exhibiting the visual arts and artists of
our time and to producing nationally recognized
education programs.

Approach and Solution

The Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis
asked us to create a single art auction catalogue
that would be used for two back-to-back events.
Many patrons were expected to attend both events,
and our challenge was to come up with a system
that could keep both events’ art pieces a surprise.

production lessons We had originally planned on using two hits of gold
metallic ink on the gatefold insert printed on Curious Metallic Ionised stock,
however, even with two hits, it was completely illegible. We switched the
ink to black, and it still took two hits to make it legible. We switched from a
double perforation to a zipper perforation, which was easier to tear open.

brief

Eric Thoelke / D es i g ner Mary Rosamond / Logo Desi gner and Art Di rect or Katy Fischer /
Bruce Burton / Accou nt M a nag er Meredith Maglinger

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

Logo De sign e r

138 / binding

The theme of the two events revolved around a mischievous dichotomy between good and evil, which lent itself very well to
the idea of tempting secrets. So we decided to emphasize that theme with
inserted gate folds that would wrap around the “secret” contents of each
event and be sealed shut.

Magazine for KU Department of English, Graduate Programs in
Creative Writing by Daniel Rolf
Printed by Covington Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

250 limited edition

120 + cover

1

Stamp

Perfect bound
Naked spine

dimensions

paper stock

5.5 × 8.5

Cover

rank

Mohawk Via Felt, Warm White, 100lb text
I nt er i o r Mohawk Via Felt, Warm White,
70lb text

University of Kansas Department of English, Graduate

is a three-year program
with tracks in fiction, poetry, drama, and creative
nonfiction. By the time they graduate, students
will have produced a book-length manuscript of
poetry or prose.

Programs in Creative Writing

At the most essential level we wanted to
create a very nice object to hold the great work
we would be publishing. The next goal was that
Issue One, being our inaugural issue, needed to
set the tone for Beecher’s as an ongoing project.

This limited edition print run inaugurates Beecher’s
magazine. Rather than adorning the new magazine in shiny colorful clothes,
Beecher’s One was designed to give the text primacy, and record the reader’s
tactile interaction with the physical magazine. The physical object, with a naked spine and a rigid, toothy, absorbent paper, is meant to show evidence of the
reader by absorbing and visibly recording the reading experience: fingerprints
on the page, the bending of pages, and the weakening of the unprotected spine.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Designer

140 / binding

production lessons The biggest challenge was finding a bindery that could
produce our desired custom binding. Though a zine maker might know exactly
what we were trying to create, the commercial bindery we employed had never done anything like it (and they weren’t sure why we were). Obviously, there
was some trial and error, and a lot of back and forth, but it was interesting to
bridge ideas born in handmade book production and commercial binding.

Daniel Rolf / L ayo u t Tamra Rolf

Wedding Invitation for Friends by Ceci New York
Printed by N/A
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

225

—

2

Laser-cut
Foil stamp

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

10.75 × 7.25

Stardream Metallics, Opal
Curious Metallics, Nude
Cranes Kid Finish, Fluorescent

Best of category

Private wedding

for family and friends.

By using a gate-fold style wrap around the invitation we
maximized the amount of surface area to showcase the laser-cut. The outside
of the invitation is all white to increase the drama upon opening and revealing the invitation. The mounted emblem on the cover helps draw the viewers
attention to the doors. Inside, the invitation is mounted over an ornate and
detailed Art Deco pattern. The soft blush paper helps provide a pop of color
without being too intense, and the die-cut mounted invitation remains simple
in style, not to compete with the details of the laser-cut pattern.

Approach and Solution

We envisioned an invitation incorporating
Art Deco patterns while blending letterpress and
laser-cut techniques. This invitation piece would
help set the tone and style of the decoration that
would be revealed at the event.

brief

production lessons This piece faced a few production obstacles. Our biggest
feat was learning how to combine the two separate sheets of laser-cut
artwork together in an elegant and durable manner. To ensure that the wrap
would close properly, we coordinated the different paper weights to allow
for enough clearance around the mounted invitation after scoring.

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

category start

142 /

Ceci Johnson / P r o j ect M a nag er Naomi Marcus / Desi gner Drew Brockington

Laser-cutting

judges’ comments

By far the most elaborate
laser-cutting I have ever
seen. I shudder to think of
someone tearing the intricate pattern as they remove
the sticker. — Louise Fili

There were a lot of interesting wedding invitations
and this one rose to the top.
I just kept saying “Wow!”
— Robynne Raye

This invitation was so
intricate and impressive.
They did a great job hiding
the burn marks that often
come with the process of
laser-cutting. — Mig Reyes

Paper that drips luxury
like this detailed invitation
is alright to see but especially to beautiful to hold.
— Ben Levitz

Wedding Invitation for Ashley & Alan by Flourish Creative Studio
Printed by Lasercut Plus
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

275

—

2 + blind hit

Laser-cut

—

dimensions

F old e d

5×7

are both from Albuquerque, NM. Ashley is a nurse and Alan a player for
the NFL. Their invitations were sent to family and
close friends.

Ashley Lobb and Alan Branch

The bride and groom wanted their invitations to be vibrant and bold but still classic.

brief

paper stock

rank

Crane’s Lettra, Pearl White, 220lb
French Paper Pop-Tone, Sour Apple, 100lb cover

When I heard the groom planned to wear lime green
shoes on the day of the wedding, I knew I could design an invitation that
was a bit more fun and unique than usual. For the design concept I really
wanted to focus on the use of paper, texture, and an unusual typographic
solution. Letterpress printing, laser-cutting, and different paper stocks
provided layers of texture, color, and pattern on the invitation set.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The letterpress printing was a very smooth process and
everything went as expected but there were a few challenges with the lasercutting. I was new to the laser-cutting process and the pattern I made was
quite intricate, so it was a challenge to decide where and how much to cut
out of the design. Overall, I really was very pleased with the results and how
all the pieces worked together.

Kristy de Castro additional production credits L a s er-cu t t i ng Lasercut Plus, Tony Melton / Let t erpress
Full Circle Press, Judith Berliner

additional design credits Designer

146 / laser-cutting

P ho tog r a ph y

twinlensimages.com

Wedding Invitation for Ariana & Matthew by Two Paperdolls
Printed by Laser Excel
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

175

—

2

Laser-cut

—

dimensions

paper stock

8.75 × 5.75

Gmund, Linen
Gmund, Goldleaf

Ariana Louise and Matthew W. Martin ,

a couple inviting

guests to their wedding.
The client asked us to create an extravagant,
beautiful statement for their wedding invitation
with an elegant floral look to complement their
wedding colors: blush pink and gold.

brief

additional production credits Engraving

148 / laser-cutting

rank

Luxurious cotton paper was engraved with two colors
to create a classic wedding invitation suite. The inserts were held in place by
a laser-cut, gold pocket with the names of the bride and groom. The entire
suite is delicately wrapped in an intricate laser-cut “rose lace” wrap.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The detail of the laser-cut wrap significantly impacted the
cost of production, but it was the only way to achieve the desired affect.

The Artcraft Company

Business Card for/by Adam Glucksman
Printed by HelloPatches.com
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

720 limited edition

—

1

Laser-etch
Stamp

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.5 × 2

Crescent Select Alpha-Cellulose, Matboard
Acid-Free, 4-ply

Adam Glucksman is an artist, motion designer, and
philosophically-minded professional.

My goal for this project was to create an
original set of business cards that would illustrate
my skills as a motion designer by presenting an
actual frame from a piece of animation. I therefore
created a video to be laser-etched onto individual
cards, which were then hand-stamped and numbered. As a bonus, the audience for this project
extends beyond my professional circle by allowing the piece to be passed along digitally as a
finished video.

brief

additional production credits Production

150 / laser-cutting

rank

I simply wanted to solve the challenge of presenting
myself in a distinct and multi-layered way through the simple and trusted
medium of the business card. The concept for this piece is conversation—
whether about the project itself, my work as a whole, or my particular
philosophies and interests. By creating a card that calls upon its audience to
inquire further, I am able to leave a lasting impression. Though each card is
unique, they combine to create a unified piece.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Each and every step of this project created a new and complex challenge. As each part came together, the full project had to be considered
and revised. Outside of the multitude of technical difficulties and set-backs, the
most important lesson was found in planning and organization. Having to create a minute-long animated work, then laser-etch each frame onto the business
cards, then photograph each card for the final video took a considerable amount
of forethought and intention. If only someone had made an app for that…

Ex’pression College, Adam Glucksman / L a s e r- etch TechShop

Booklet for AIA Indianapolis by Commercial Artisan
Printed by Faulkenberg Printing
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

700

16 + eight panel
gatefold cover

C ov er

1

I nt er i o r

special techniques

binding

Die-cut

Saddle-stitch

2

dimensions

paper stock

rank

7.5 × 11.8625

C ov er

Astrobrite Eclipse, 80lb cover
I nt er i o r Cougar Smooth, 100lb text

Best of category

is the local chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, the voice of the architectural profession.

AIA Indianapolis

Our client requested a clean and simple presentation of the previous year’s high points and
events—essentially an annual report. We were
also asked to provide a graphic interpretation of
their annual programming theme “A New Decade.
A New Approach” for the review’s cover.

brief

additional design credits

category start

152 /

James Sholly, Jon Sholly

die-cutting

This piece is called the Year In Review and it serves
as a de facto annual report for AIA Indianapolis. We have been fortunate
enough to design this piece for twelve years. Every year the goal is to
recount the events of the year and to graphically interpret the group’s
programming theme. This year the theme was “A New Decade. A New
Approach.” We designed an orbital motif that illustrates the passing of a
decade and alludes to Indianapolis’ nickname—the Circle City.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The budget for this piece is low. We know that we have
two colors to work with (black and fluorescent gold) to accomplish our task.
Using moderately priced papers and working with a very generous printer,
we were able to afford the double die-cut that enhances the dimensionality
of the cover. Special attention should be paid to the silver hairline rules of
the inside front cover that our printer matched perfectly from one side of
the sheet to the other.

judges’ comments

Very eye-catching
cover, through use
of a die-cut as
well as quietly
elegant typography.
— Louise Fili

This piece, beautifully
designed, shows
that the technique
of die-cutting adds
meaning to the
message and story
of the piece, rather
than adding fluff.
— Mig Reyes

Having die-cut-fun
with another-triparound-the-sun.
— Robynne Raye

Simple? Lining up
register of cutting of
concentric circles,
with print, on several
panels is a deceptively
difficult production
challenge. — Ben Levitz

Book for Dion Lee by Ultra
Printed by Adams Print
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

176 self cover

S ect i o n O ne

2
S ect i o n T wo CMYK

Die-cut

Exposed section
sewn binding
(coptic binding)

Sect i on Two

Gloss Varnish

dimensions

paper stock

8.3 × 12.8 × .78

Sovereign Offset, 160gsm
HannoArt Gloss, 170gsm

is one of Australia’s most promising up
and coming fashion designers. At just 26 years
old he has seven collections, two standout shows
at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Australia, and
his international debut at London Fashion Week
under his belt.

Dion Lee

Dion Lee wanted to mark the launch of Line
II—his second clothing line—with a book that
worked as a branding and sales piece. In contrast
to his directional mainline collection, Line II was
to be a series of wearable essentials defined by
functional hardware and cut-away silhouettes.

rank

Models were photographed wearing the same or
similar garment in succession to demonstrate the collection’s ability to be
reinterpreted and recontextualized by the wearer. The die-cut bars were an
integral part of the concept, they divided the publication into two sections,
and served as a strong branding vehicle by forcing the reader to interact
directly with Line II. The juxtaposition of images viewed through these bars
also provided a sense of subversion befitting the Dion Lee aesthetic.

Approach and Solution

brief

156 / die-cutting

production lessons The largest production challenge was the die-cut that
punches through the 112-page section—the proportion of the cuts caused the
die itself to buckle and eventually explode when the necessary pressure was
applied. We had one copy of the book, with an imperfect set of cuts, for our
client’s initial sales appointments. Thankfully our printer was determined
to complete the job and they spent two weeks refining the cutting process to
deliver the final publication.

Booklet for TED by Hyperakt
Printed by Recycled Paper Printing
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

3,000

16

CMYK + 1

Die-cut

Saddle-stitch

dimensions

paper stock

8 × 12

Cougar, 65lb cover

(Technology, Entertainment, Design), founded
in 1984, is a leading conference to highlight the
work of innovators across disciplines from all
over the globe, bringing together some of the
most prolific minds of our generation.

TED

For their 2012 conference TED asked
Hyperakt to create their first printed manifesto
explaining the TED Prize and its legacy. Given
out to every TEDster who attends, the TED Prize
booklet takes readers on a journey, from space,
through oceans and cities, and into the human
spirit. The piece describes some of the world
changing ideas that have defined the TED Prize.

brief

additional design credits Creative Direct i o n a nd D es i g n

158 / die-cutting

rank

The purpose of this piece was to better explain what
the TEDPrize is and the impact it has. TED wanted to focus on connections
made in the community and how that made the recipient’s wish come true.
The idea for the piece was to show how these wishes change the world.
The die-cut circles on the cover represent a new world being created by
images of the TEDPrize wishes being layered on top of each other. We were
able to kind of do the power of 10 where we start with space and zoom in
to individual people at the end. The last part of the circle, the red dot, is a
description of the prize.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The biggest challenge was to stay true to our initial idea
and stay on budget. We originally had a heavier cover, but the price was
about $2,000 over what we could spend. The solution was to have a self
cover, so the entire book could print at once—this way, we were able to save
by not having to set up the press to run the cover separately.

Jason Lynch, Josh Smith

Book for Adris Group by Bruketa&Zinic OM
Printed by Cerovski Print Boutique
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

720

288 + cover
+ wrap

W r a pper

Wrapp er

Various PMS
I nt er i o r CMYK

varnish
Mat plastification

Brails

binding

Hard cover
sewing

dimensions

paper stock

rank

5.23 × 8.62

W r a pper

Magno, Satin, 200gsm
I nt er i o r Munken, Polar, 150gsm

Best of show
More on page 12

Adris Group

is an investment company.

Create an annual report that would attract
the public attention by portraying the values of
Adris Group as a socially responsible company.

brief

additional design credits Creative Directors Davor
Bruketa, Nikola Zinic / Senior Copywriter Ivan
Cadez / Art Director, Illustrator, a nd Des i g ner
Nebojsa Cvetkovic / Editor Predrag D. Grubic /
E x ecutive Ed itor Kristina Miljavac / C o p y wr i t er
Hrvoje Patajac / Account Director Ivanka Mabic
/ Acco un t Exe cutive Martina Ivkic / DTP Radovan
Radicevic additional production credits P r o d u ct i o n
M a n age r Vesna Durasin / Silkscreen Knepsen /
B ind in g Knjigovežnica Firšt

category start

160 /

Mix

Adris group is a socially responsible company. Its significance and weight are much greater than what is expressed in dull, dry financial statements. That’s why this annual report, titled Results, poses a question:
what is the real weight of Adris Group? The unexpected weight of the book
invites the reader to consider the true weight of Adris Group. We achieved
this by creating a composed cover with thick sheet metal in it. We tested lots
of different solutions and we eventually came to one yielding best results.

Approach and Solution

production lessons We were quite challenged by this project since we had never
done something similar before. The cover was composed of various materials
including sheet metal and it was very difficult to give it a standard cardboard
sheet appearance. We had to put the sheets through a special process which included care for the artificial leather top sheet, since it could be easily torn by the
metal inlay. This was a very difficult project but we gained a lot of experience.

Book for The Vilcek Foundation by yesyesyes design
Printed by Asia Pacific Offset
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

2,000

592 + cover

C ov er

1

I nt er i o r
E nd s

special techniques

binding

Pencil

Quarterbound,
sewn in 16pp,
square backed

2/2

1

dimensions

paper stock

rank

9.5 × 6 × 2

Ends Enso Classic, 95 Brightness, 140gsm
Interior Enso Classic, 95 Brightness, 70gsm

Best of category

aims to raise public awareness
of the contributions of immigrants to the sciences,
arts, and culture in the United States.

The Vilcek Foundation

Design a book to showcase the literature
finalists.

brief

American Odysseys is an anthology of 22 novelists, poets,
and short story writers. The title for this book is printed on a pencil which is
then inserted into a die-cut in the cover. The pencil was chosen as a symbol
of the writer and of the writing process. For many of us, the pencil is the first
introduction to creating letters, words, and—later on—sentences. The stories
contained within are of a personal nature, and the intimate quality of the
pencil seemed to be the perfect complement.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Fractions of millimeters count when you’re trying to get a
pencil to squeeze perfectly into a custom die-cut.

additional design credits Designer a nd A r t D i r ect i o r

Simona Jansons

164 / mix

Joe Shouldice / A r ch i v e P h o t o Credi t s Bob Martus additional production credits

judges’ comments

I love the Made-You-Look quality of
this book. It doesn’t just look like a threedimensional pencil—it is one! — louise Fili
Fun factor “10”. — Robynne Raye
Combining two nearly extinct things in
one design piece is brilliant. — Ben Levitz

mix /

165

Business Card for Henry and Company by Ferreira Design Company
Printed by Henry and Company
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

5,000

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.5 × 2

Neenah Classic Crest, Solar White, 130lb cover
Neenah Classic Crest, Epic Black, 130lb cover

is an award winning, secondgeneration specialty print studio.

Henry and Company

Jason Henry asked Lionel Ferreira to
design a fresh look for his specialty print studio.
He asked specifically for clean and simple design
that would showcase the various print and finishing techniques offered at Henry and Company.
He used Gucci as an example.

brief

166 / mix

rank

The Henry and Company business card was designed
with a twofold objective: to serve as a tiny portfolio while providing contact
information, as well as a list of print and finishing capabilities. The idea was
to wow the receiver with a clean, simple, and sexy card showcasing great
design and precision execution.

Approach and Solution

Lionel Ferreira never treats print finishing as an afterthought. He plans for it in the beginning of the design phase. It has been our
experience that this way of working greatly reduces the potential for costly
mistakes during production.

production lessons

Wedding Materials for Sofia & Ben by The SSBS
Printed by Studio on Fire
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

100

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

5.25 × 7.875

Crane’s Lettra, Pearl White, 220lb

is the partnership between Sofia Sorvino and
Ben Sherwood who met ten years ago at the School
of Visual Arts in New York, NY, while studying
graphic design. At some point Ben bought a ring,
Sofia said yes, and over many long days and late
nights they designed their wedding together.

SSBS

Create something genuine and classic but
playful, and stick to a budget. We designed dozens
of directions before landing on this one. Instead of
getting too caught up in current design trends we
took inspiration from the historic Brooklyn landmark where we were getting married, the Prospect
Park Boathouse.

brief

additional design credits Designers

168 / mix

rank

We painstakingly modified the map illustration from
a pretty low resolution full color image of a vintage map. Texture was really important to us since we were using letterpress, so we tried to include
as much detail as possible to bring out the special quality of the printing
technique. Because the illustration and the typography were more classic,
we were more playful and less formal with the language that we used—we
spent a lot of hours side by side trading off who was driving, and who was
directing, before we arrived at our final solution.

Approach and Solution

production lessons We worked with Studio on Fire to make the most of our
press sheet. When we finished designing all the main pieces, we realized
that we had room for one more tag—we created the “Welcome to Brooklyn”
tag at no additional cost. Creating fewer printed pieces helped us stay
within our budget and also cut down on paper waste. The RSVP was a postcard which saved us from purchasing envelopes.

Sofia Sorvino, Ben Sherwood additional production credits Tot e bags Works in Progress

Art Print and Greeting Card for/by Card to Art
Printed by Bennett Holzworth
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

250 each

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

5×7

Somerset Velvet, Radiant White, 330gsm

is a new collaborative venture that
seeks to elevate the greeting card to the level
of fine art—providing the only card that flips to
become a matted work of art. The audience is
design and art enthusiasts that desire to give a
card and a gift.

Card to Art

The goal of this series was to create a
diverse set of cards that would also work as fine
art. The theme of this set is flowers.

rank

The goal was to create a fine art greeting card that had
a built-in mat. The idea came in a flash. The road to a finished product had
many hurdles and bumps. At first I was told that doing an economical mat
on art paper was not an option. The decisions along the way included how
to create the bevel, the size of the mat and card, how to include the removable inserts, what paper would work best, and what artists would create the
best work. The cards turned out great but will continue to evolve.

Approach and Solution

brief

production lessons A major challenge was figuring out a unique way to
integrate the removable inserts. Since glue could leave a residue, a simple
weave was used to provide an area for the card giver to pen their message
without marring the surface of the mat or the artwork. In order to be able
to print this set on my own press, I had to have a new variable speed motor
installed. Slowing down my Chandler & Price Letterpress was integral
to the tight registration and to limit the amount of misprints on the fine
printmaking paper.

additional design credits Product Desig ner a nd C u r at o r Bennett Holzworth / A r t i st s Debbie Millman (Sterling Brands), Von Glitschka
(Glitschka Studios), Robynne Raye (Modern Dog), Bryony Gomez-Palacio (UnderConsideration), Eric Nyffeler (Doe Eyed), Robbie
Cobb (Shed Labs)

172 / mix

Book for Dion Lee by Ultra
Printed by Adams Print
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

176 self cover

S ect i o n O ne

2
S ect i o n T wo CMYK

Die-cut

Exposed section
sewn binding
(coptic binding)

Sect i on Two

Varnish

dimensions

paper stock

8.3 × 12.8 × .78

Sovereign Offset, 160gsm
HannoArt Gloss, 170gsm

is one of Australia’s most promising up
and coming fashion designers. At just 26 years
old he has seven collections, two standout shows
at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Australia, and
his international debut at London Fashion Week
under his belt.

Dion Lee

Dion Lee wanted to mark the launch of Line
II—his second clothing line—with a book that
worked as a branding and sales piece. In contrast
to his directional mainline collection, Line II was
to be a series of wearable essentials defined by
functional hardware and cut-away silhouettes.

brief

176 / mix

Gloss

rank

Throughout the book we utilized repetition to communicate wearability. Models were photographed wearing the same or similar
garment in succession to demonstrate the collection’s ability to be reinterpreted
and recontextualized by the wearer. The die-cut bars (a simplification of the
Line II branding) were an integral part of the concept, and they dictated the
format and orientation of the book. They divided the publication into two sections, and served as a strong branding vehicle by forcing the reader to interact
directly with Line II. The juxtaposition of images viewed through these bars
also provided a sense of subversion befitting the Dion Lee aesthetic.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Aside from limited budget and timeframe, the largest production challenge was the die-cut that punches through the 112-page section.
The long, narrow proportion of the cuts caused the die itself to buckle and
eventually explode when the pressure necessary to cut through 112 pages was
applied. We had one copy of the book, with an imperfect set of cuts, for our
client’s initial sales appointments. Thankfully our printer was determined to
complete the job so we revised the proportion of the cuts and they spent two
weeks refining the cutting process to deliver the final publication.

mix /

177

Book for Marko Prpić by ULALA! Studio
Printed by Cerovski Print Boutique
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

120

15 + cover

CMYK

Cover

dimensions

paper stock

5 × 5.6

C ov er

UV Varnish

binding

Sewing

rank

Black Skin, 380gsm
I nt er i o r Magno, Satin, 170gsm

Marko Prpi ć is a graphic designer, illustrator, and
artist from Croatia.

Specially folded brochure with multiple
sheets, sewn through the pages.

brief

When you take this catalogue in your hands and try to
browse it, the first impression is that it will fall apart and pages will fall out.
But it’s about street artists’ portraits, and the concept is that you cannot and
don’t have to be able to perceive it all at once. Folds bring surfaces in different spatial relations so that every portrait has its “wall,” and there’s always
more to see behind the corner. Street art is not a territory for rules or control, so we thought it was okay to do something both graphically interesting
and potentially annoying.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Because of the custom folding we designed, we had to do
everything manually, page by page.

additional design credits Designer

178 / mix

Mirna Reinprecht

Book for Adriatic Real Estate — Investment group by Nukleus
Printed by Cerovski Print Boutique
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

300

52 + cover

CMYK

Int eri or

Matte

binding

Stapled

varnish

dimensions

paper stock

9.8 × 12.2

C ov er

is a fast
growing corporation with a core business that
encompasses real estate development.

Adriatic Real Estate — Investment group

To create a luxury book with a simple and
elegant design that presents the Mlinovi Hills
development as a unique and exclusive group of
villas in the heart of Zagreb, Croatia.

brief

180 / mix

rank

Black Skin, 380gsm
I nt er i o r Magno, Star, 250gsm

production lessons Dust created many problems with the black surfaces
(cover and inside pages). It was a very sensitive project that required a lot of
time and patience.

Booklet for BPM by Ultra
Printed by Adams Print
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

350

28 + 8 (insert)
+ cover

C ov er

3

I nt er i o r

special techniques

Cover

Foil stamp 2

CMYK + 2

dimensions

paper stock

8.3 × 10.2 × .2

C ov er

binding

Pamphlet
stitching

rank

Tablex Textures, Netting, 280gsm
I nt er i o r Concept Radiance, 118gsm

B PM ,

based in Melbourne, Australia, is a boutique
property development team specializing in
luxury bayside apartments.
We were asked to create a sales brochure
that evoked a sense of luxury bayside living for an
affluent street and suburb in Melbourne, Australia.

brief

Our idea in creating the brand was to offer a nod to the
nautical, with a sophisticated modern edge. The blue palette used throughout the brochure evokes the nearby seascape, and connects the space with
one of the key selling points for these bayside homes. The binding of fine
blue twine is likewise a subtle reference to the quality rope used in boating.
We commissioned all photography and renders, and styled them for brand
strength, harmony, and continuity.

Approach and Solution

production lessons We initially proposed to cloth-bind the brochures, but the
small production run fell outside the cost-range for our client. We instead
settled on a linen stock with a tonal blue PMS finish. The pamphlet stitching
combined with the short inserts meant it was difficult to find a binding
thread which would not cut through the paper stock, while maintaining the
aesthetic and quality of the brochure.

additional design credits Lifestyle Ph ot o g r a p h er

E x t e rior 3 D V isualisation

182 / mix

Pointilism

Earl Carter / S ea s ca p e P h o t o g r a pher Mark Chew / 3D Vi sual i sat i ons Secret Studio /

mix /

183

Booklet for BPM by Ultra
Printed by Adams Print
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

350

28 + cover

I nt er i o r

CMYK + 2

special techniques

Cover

Foil stamp 2

dimensions

paper stock

8.3 × 10.2 × .2

Mohawk Concept, Radiance, 118gsm

BPM , based in Melbourne, Australia, is a boutique
property development team specializing in
luxury bayside apartments.

Our brief was to create a sales brochure
for this yet-to-be-developed block of apartments
which would appeal to a young professional
demographic.

brief

184 / mix

rank

The gardens—created by acclaimed landscape designer
Jack Merlo—provide a strong focal point for these apartments. Texture and
tone was an important selling feature, so we opted for quality, uncoated
paper stocks and foiling to highlight the property’s fine detailing. A green
palette was applied throughout this brochure to connect the space to this
selling point, blurring the lines between indoors and outdoors.

Approach and Solution

The title typeface was initially designed to have a
transparent feel via foil application. By working through several iterations
of pigment foils, we settled on an underlying print with clear gloss foil;
another depiction of the brochure’s message on transitional spaces. To keep
the binding invisible, a fold-down poster was included to conceal the
saddle-stitching—this also added volume, highlighted Dovrat Ben-Nahum’s
illustrations, and encouraged the reader to interact with the publication in
an unconventional manner.

production lessons

Dovrat Ben-Nahum / L i f es t y le P h o t o g r a p h y Earl Carter / 3D Vi sual i sat i ons Secret Studio /
Pointilism

additional design credits Illustrator

E x t e rior 3 D V isualisation

binding

Saddle-stitched

mix /

185

Stationery for Cru Home by Deuce Creative
Printed by DiscPro Printing+Graphics (offset) and Workhorse Printmakers (letterpress)
quantity produced

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,500
No te Card 1,000

L et t er p r es s

2
Off s et CMYK

—

—

Busin e ss Card

Han g Tag and Sticker

500

dimensions

paper stock

3.5 × 2
No te Card 3.875 × 9.5
Han g Tag 2.5 × 2.5

Neenah Classic Laid, Peppered Bronze,
120lb cover
Neenah Classic Laid, Recycled Natural White,
120lb cover

Busin e ss Card

is a small eclectic design shop for the home.
Beyond selling furniture and accessories, Cru also
offers in-home interior design and decorating
services. Their audience is suburban moms.

Cru

We were hired to create an identity and
stationery package for Cru to open its doors
with. We included with that pieces that relate to
their in-store purchases including service menu
card, sticker, custom tissue paper, price tags, and
business card.

rank

We wanted to use the fact that Cru has a storefront
with gifts and home furnishings to promote their interior design business.
We set out to show creativity in the stationery design, while maximizing the
budget, by creating a menu card that could be changed up as needed and
dropped in customers bags.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Designer

186 / mix

production lessons Duplexing was a great way to save cost and bring in an additional color and texture to the pieces while keeping ink colors and fancy print
techniques to a minimum. That said, we took a slight leap of faith printing on
the darker and textured side of the duplex and determining a color that would
provide just the right amount of contrast—we had to slightly darken the spot
color during the press check and it made a subtle, yet important, difference.

Carissa Hempton / B r a nd S t r at eg i s t Aimee Heimbinder

Business Card for/by Manic Design
Printed by Kai Lian Printing Service
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

2,000

—

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

2 × 3.54

Sirio 80, 480gsm

is an award-winning creative agency with a
portfolio of work that ranges from websites and
online campaigns, to advertising and branding.

Manic

To get around the awkwardness of first
meetings, we set out to design business cards that
would help us break the ice and make a lasting
impression.

brief

rank

When we designed our new business cards here at
Manic, we wanted something that would most accurately represent us:
confident, understated, and a little manic. We thought the best way to do
that would be to spell it out. We had some great fun coming up with the
copy on the back—we promise, each line is accurate to each person here.
We’ve always been a fan of tactile things, so we chose Sirio 80 for its heavy
stock and matte black texture. The black foil created a lovely contrast with
the matte card.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Most of the problems encountered for this project were
with the white text on the black. Originally we tried to offset it in silver but
we couldn’t achieve the opaque color that we wanted. The text was not as
sharp as we desired either. In the end we decided to silkscreen it in white,
which turned out perfectly.

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

188 / mix

Karen Huang / A r t D i r ect o r Adeline Chong / Desi gners Ben Koh, Cheeyi Wong

Poster for Henry and Company by Ferreira Design Company
Printed by Henry and Company
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

—

2

Foil stamp

—

dimensions

paper stock

12 × 18

Mohawk Via, Vellum, 80lb cover

is an award winning, secondgeneration specialty print studio.

Henry and Company

Jason Henry asked Lionel Ferreira to design
a fresh look for his specialty print studio. He
asked specifically for clean and simple design
that would showcase the various print and finishing techniques offered at Henry and Company.
He used Gucci as an example.

brief

190 / mix

rank

Lionel Ferreira designed a series of promotional posters
for Henry and Company. They serve as a powerful marketing tool and are
sent to potential clients as an introduction—hopefully they will “collect”
the entire set. This poster is the first of the series and works beautifully
alongside the business card.

Approach and Solution

Lionel Ferreira never treats print finishing as an afterthought. He plans for it in the beginning of the design phase. It has been our
experience that this way of working greatly reduces the potential for costly
mistakes during production.

production lessons

mix /

191

Poster for Henry and Company by Ferreira Design Company
Printed by Henry and Company
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

500

—

Off s et

1

L et t er p r es s

special techniques

binding

—

—

2

dimensions

paper stock

11 × 16.5

Reich Savoy, Bright White, 118lb cover

Henry and Company is an award winning, secondgeneration specialty print studio.

Jason Henry asked Lionel Ferreira to design
a fresh look for his specialty print studio. He
asked specifically for clean and simple design
that would showcase the various print and finishing techniques offered at Henry and Company.
He used Gucci as an example.

brief

192 / mix

rank

Lionel Ferreira designed a series of promotional posters
for Henry and Company. They serve as a powerful marketing tool and are
sent to potential clients as an introduction—hopefully they will “collect” the
entire set. This poster is the third poster of the series and includes the following techniques: letterpress, emboss, offset, and die-cut perforation.

Approach and Solution

Lionel Ferreira never treats print finishing as an afterthought. He plans for it in the beginning of the design phase. It has been our
experience that this way of working greatly reduces the potential for costly
mistakes during production.

production lessons

Invitation for Sandro by Ian Law
Printed by Rohner (letterpress) and Graphic Arts Studio (offset)
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

600

—

L et t er p r es s
Off s et

1

special techniques

binding

—

—

5

dimensions

paper stock

7.5 × 7.5

French Paper Construction, Electric Red,
100lb duplex

Sandro

is a commercial and fine art photographer.

Create an invite to announce the release
event for a book that showcases fifteen years of
work with the Steppenwolf Theatre Company.
The invite had to relate to the book design (by
Luke Galambos) and have a premium feel.

brief

additional design credits Designers

194 / mix

rank

I created an invite that emulated a theater ticket that
was then wrapped in the same paper and design that was used in the book
casing. Letterpress printing was utilized to communicate a premium feel
and extend the raw theme.

Approach and Solution

production lessons

Ian Law, Luke Galambos

Tying 600 invites is a significant amount of handwork.

CD Packaging for Sereno Producciones by Noblanco
Printed by Artes y Rayados
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,000

—

E nv elo p e

1
P o s t ca r d 1
CD 1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

4.72 × 4.72

P o s t ca r d

rank

Cardboard Pulpa, 450gsm
E nv elo p e Black Paper, 150gsm

manages Bonuar, a Creole
infused restaurant where the blues band The Big
Bones plays on a weekly basis. To promote the
band, Sereno Producciones released their first
album.

With a strong influence of skeleton and skull images,
and graphic language of whisky labels, a postcard was created as the image
of the CD. The postcard was placed inside of an envelope that shows the
songs and information of the music.

Sereno Producciones

Approach and Solution

To promote the band The Big Bones, based
in Medellin, Argentina.

production lessons With a low budget, the production had to be very creative,
optimizing the use of inks—one for each piece. Embossing dark papers
works really well.

brief

additional design credits Art Director a nd D es i g ner

P rod uctio n Ma nager

196 / mix

Jairo Rúa

Carlos J Roldán additional production credits Di rect or Luis Fernando Quintero /

Business Card for Kwetu Living by Canvas Group
Printed by Green and Gold Printing Pty Ltd
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

500

—

1

Foil stamp

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.5 × 2.4

Spicers Starwhite, Smooth White, 460gsm

Kwetu Living ,

meaning “our way of living” in
Swahili, imports hand-made Tanzanian interior
products to Australia—all unique, beautiful
pieces created by a diverse group of talented
artisans.

Kwetu Living needed an identity and
business card that would help the brand stand
its ground in the cluttered Australian market.
The design should focus on a high-end identity
that reflects the origin and authenticity of the
products with a contemporary Western feel.
Though the initial focus was on the card, the
design had to have a view to other applications
in the future.

rank

The logo references East African fabrics (kangas), and
specifically the unique writing (ujumbe or jina in Swahili) on most modern
designs; the jina is usually set in uppercase and most likely printed on a
white background to improve its readability. The result is a simple, bold, and
contemporary mark that subtly references East African culture and works
alongside any pattern or image.

Approach and Solution

brief

198 / mix

production lessons The right paper choice was key for Kwetu Living’s business card: a stock that was textural and rich that would also highlight the
wordmark and bold pattern.

Self-Promotion for Rider Dickerson by Faust Associates
Printed by Rider Dickerson
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

1,000

8

CMYK + 4

MTE Metallic Laminate
Spot Soft Touch
Spot Hi Gloss UV
Spot Dull Varnish

binding

dimensions

paper stock

Scored
Handfold

Flat

24 × 36
Folded 12 × 12 × .5

Neenah Environment Board PC 100, White, 22pt
Xtreme Coated, 16pt cover
Utopia 1X Gloss, 120lb cover
GPA, Pumpkin Orange, 110lb cover
Mohawk Superfine, Eggshell White, 130lb cover

Rider Dickerson is a print and digital solutions
company located in Chicago, IL, known for its
collaborative and creative approach.

Create an immersive experience that would
grab your attention immediately, draw you in
continually, and remain top of mind long after
it is closed. The message needed to convey premium quality craft and position Rider Dickerson
as a strategic communications partner.

rank

We wanted to create a “Show, Don’t Tell” experience.
Our solution was More Than Ink:, an unzippable package with a custom
perforation that houses an origami inspired folder based on the “more than”
symbol that unfolds into a full-sized, full-color poster.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits

200 / mix

production lessons We needed a paper stock and finish processes that would
not crack when folded in multiple directions. Xtreme Coated Cover was
developed specifically for this and performed exceptionally. We developed
and premiered a new metallic laminate on the poster that allowed the fourcolor process printing to become a metallic showpiece.

Bob Faust, Ben Deter, Dave Pabellon

Menu and Stationery for Fat Cow by Foreign Policy Design Group
Printed by Plixo (laser-etch and wood cutting) and in-house (everything else)
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

5,000
Me n u 50 each

—

1

Laser-etch

—

Card

dimensions

paper stock

16.53 × 11.61
Me n u 11.41 × 8.46
Busin e ss Card 3.34 × 2.16

Recypal

Me n u

Fat Cow is a specialty beef restaurant employing
the Japanese way of meat selection, preparation,
and presentation.

We were tasked by the client to design their
brand and identity collateral.

brief

rank

We drew inspiration largely from the Japanese aesthetic
Wabi Sabi, with traits that include simplicity, economy, austerity, modesty, and
the appreciation of the ingenuous integrity of natural objects and processes.
We used wood as the primary platform of this brand communication, as the
non-uniformity and texture suggests the Wabi Sabi beauty of imperfection. The
mark and the searing on the wood are also reminiscent of the branding of cattle.

Approach and Solution

production lessons We had many rounds of experiments and nit-picks before
finally getting to a perfect “sear” on the wood—the etching has to be controlled in such a way that it does not toast out the logo, yet strong enough to
leave a slight deboss on the wood. The ideal wood that we initially envisioned
to use—the Matsu—is not so readily available in Singapore. Balsa wood was
too thin, so we used Indonesian plywood. The decision of which one to use
was not an easy one; since the logo is quite fine in size, it would be lost with
certain wood grains if the wrong wood is picked.

Yah-Leng Yu / D es i g ne rs Gwen Chan, Bryan Angelo Lim additional
Bryan Angelo Lim

additional design credits Creative Direct o r a nd A r t D i r ect o r
production credits Production and Qua li t y M a nag ement

204 / mix

Invitation for Louis Vuitton by Happycentro for
Ogilvy & Mather Paris
Printed by Studio Fasoli
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,000 limited
edition

—

1

Foil stamp 4
Emboss

Fold

dimensions

paper stock

7.68 × 7.68
F lat 10.82 × 10.82

Fedrigoni Arcoprint, Milk, 85gsm

F old e d

Louis Vuitton ,

one of the world’s most valuable
brands, is a French fashion house founded in 1854
by Louis Vuitton. The label is well known for its
LV monogram, which is featured on most of its
products, from luxury trunks and leather goods
to ready-to-wear lines.
Ogilvy & Mather Paris asked us to design
and produce an invitation card for a Louis Vuitton store opening in Osaka, Japan.

rank

The concept was to create a paper object that in its
shape would express the perpetual precision and pureness of the origami
world—we also wanted to incorporate our passion for special printing
techniques. We created an origami whose folded aspect, in the end, showed
the famous LV monogram. This was accomplished by printing a subtle grey
via offset, followed by four different foils, one relief, one silkscreen ink, and
a custom die-cut folding line and trim.

Approach and Solution

brief

production lessons From previous experiences we knew from the beginning
that high skills and concentration were fundamental to this project. Along the
way we met many passionate people: technicians, client representatives, and
agency members who all, for each of the eight steps of the process, shared
with us their ability and knowledge and taught us how stunningly warm and
lovely is that kind of design that involves hand-driven human makers.

Christian Reuilly (O&M) / A r t D i r ect o r Soumaya El Bahri (O&M) / Techni cal Di rect or
Leila ElBlida (O&M) / PaperObject De s i g ner Federico Galvani (H) / I ns t r u ct i o n S heet Il l u st rat or Andrea Manzati (H) / Ret ou cher
Marco “Oio” Oliosi additional production credits P r i nt M a nag er s Riccardo Zambelli, Barbara Boni / Produ ct i on Manager Studio Fasoli
/ Offse t Graphicart / Debossing Tipografia Economica, Ricky Pattaro, Mattia Pattaro / Si l kscreen EuroImmagine, Giulio Zangrandi /
D ie-cut La Cartotecnica, Fabrizio Sona
additional design credits Creative Direct o r

206 / mix

Wedding Materials for Casey & Brooks by Mama’s Sauce
Printed by Mama’s Sauce
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

120

—

3

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

5.75 × 8.375 × .75

French Paper Speckletone, Old Green
French Paper Speckletone, Madero Beach, text
Pulp board, 51pt

Allison Casey Powers and Daniel Brooks Chambers ,

bride and groom.
A custom wedding suite inspired by a
turn-of-the-century naturalist almanac.

brief

rank

The idea of a wedding package that felt like opening a
present while also making a discovery was forefront while thinking this one
through. The bride and groom were drawn to the literary and the arboreal,
so a muted palette was chosen—one that would feel at home on a stock with
lots of character. The further the design progressed, the more it resembled
an invite to the wedding of Jane Austen and Henry David Thoreau.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Working with Austin to devise a packaging solution was
a thrilling chore—creative consulting is one of our favorite opportunities at
Mama’s Sauce. I don’t even remember how many different boxes we ordered,
measured, tried before we decided to build our own book… box… thingy. We
ended up duplexing text weight French Paper to pulp board for a combo that
was a blast to print on, and received impression with grace.

additional design credits

208 / mix

Austin Petito additional production credits A s s emb ly a nd P r i nt i ng Casey & Brooks Chambers

Wedding Materials for Margaret & Patrick by Stitch Design Co.
Printed by Sideshow Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

150

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

7.5 × 5.25
En ve lo pe 8 × 5.75

Crane’s Lettra, Flour White,
Whitewashed, 110lb and 220lb
E nv elo p e Oxford Peace

In vitation

Margaret Word and Patrick Yaeger ,

bride and groom.

To design a wedding package reflective
of Durham Ranch and the simple, understated
California vibe.

brief

In order to integrate the pieces seamlessly with the
surroundings, we chose a neutral palette of shades of gray and white.
We chose a type-driven approach for the materials, all of which were
printed on various textures that represented Durham Ranch. For this suite,
we letterpressed muslin bags and 100% cotton paper, white washed wood
veneer paper, and hand stuffed each custom box with cotton bolls.

Approach and Solution

production lessons

additional design credits Designers

210 / mix

rank

I ns er t s

White washing wood by hand is a three-step process.

Amy Pastre, Courtney Rowson additional production credits Produ ct i on Virginia Gregg

Wedding Materials for Worsham by Stitch Design Co.
Printed by Sideshow Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

175

—

1

Foil stamp

—

dimensions

paper stock

Acco mm odations Card

6 × 4.25
6.5 × 4.75

Old Jail In sert
En ve lo pe

rank

Gmund Shade, Polished Carbon, 250gsm
French Paper Parchtone, White Wax

6 × 4.25

Caitlin Elizabeth Worsham and Aaron Joel Santos ,

bride

and groom.
To design a wedding set reflective of the
event venue, an Old City jail in Charleston, SC.
The jail is a beautiful historic stone building and
served as the perfect understated backdrop for
this cool couple’s big day.

Visuals and textures such as the natural color palette
of the building, skeleton keys, and handwritten letters all came together to
make this set rich, romantic, and mysterious.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Designers

212 / mix

production lessons

A wedding in a jail can be romantic and beautiful.

Amy Pastre, Courtney Rowson additional production credits Produ ct i on Virginia Gregg

Business Card for Jakub Hartl by Lumir Kajnar
Printed by Imperia s.r.o
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

70

—

4

Foil stamp 2

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.14 × 2.16

Olin Rough, High White, 300gsm

is a competitive barista located
in Prague, Czech Republic, and co-founder of
the Coffee Chamber of Czech Republic, an
organization that aims to spread enlightenment
about coffee.

Jakub Hartl

A well-prepared cup of coffee of high quality is not standard in the Czech Republic. Only a
few people are dedicated to the world of coffee—
and Jakub Hartl is one of them. For such a person
a business card must be representative, simple,
and unique, reflecting the barista’s personality
and his relationship to coffee.

brief

214 / mix

rank

Simple and witty, the graphic symbol of coffee making
extended to a haptic sphere where color palette, typography, and the cup
are basic visual elements of the personal identity.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Choosing the ideal material, paper, and grain direction
to suit multiple technologies was key, plus perfect registration of three
spot colors.

Business Card for Veronika Tamchynova by Lumir Kajnar
Printed by Imperia s.r.o
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

200

—

2

Die-cut

—

dimensions

paper stock

3.54 × 1.96

Curious Metallics, 250gsm

Veronika Tamchynova is an independent television
consultant; representative of Universal Channel
in Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Representing television channels as a
professional freelance consultant in the Czech
Republic is a very unique profession. The aim,
therefore, was to create a personal business card
so attractive that no one would throw it away,
and so elegant that it represents exclusivity and
first-class service.

brief

In a highly competitive environment, the viewer’s
choice of a television channel button is the alpha omega of business
success. I wanted to point this out as well as bring this insight to the card.
At the same time the business card can be used to promote personal values.
The personality of this card is also emphasized by the initials VT (Veronika
Tamchynová). VT and TV mirror each other, so the card has an embedded
foil carrying the initials, which is readable on both sides. The outline of the
business card, with a central button, subsequently became a major symbol
for the visual identity of the company.

Approach and Solution

production lessons

hand-glued foil.

additional production credits Die-cut

216 / mix

rank

Haskovec Studio s.r.o.

The biggest challenge was the accuracy of processing the

Annual Catalog for SanMar by Creature
Printed by The Hennegan Company
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

175,000
Digital 100

102 + 6 Page
Recessed Roll fold
Mock cover

CMYK + 2

Cover

binding

dimensions

paper stock

Perfect bound

8.65 × 11.25

C ov er

Off se t

Spot Gloss UV
Overall Dull Varnish (No UV)

Int eri or

rank

Sterling Dull, 100 lb cover
I nt er i o r Sterling Dull, 80lb text

SanMar is a family-owned, award-winning supplier
of fourteen retail, private labels, and mill brands
founded in 1971, and located in Seattle, WA. They
supply apparel and accessories to silkscreen
printers, embroiderers, promotional products
distributors, athletic dealers, and more.

Approach and Solution

An un-glamourous, uninspired world
of printed materials end up on the desks of
wholesalers every year. Distributors get annual
catalogs from several sources, featuring similar
items, in overlapping ways. How can we give
them the shop-able information they need, but
do it in a memorable way?

production lessons Due to the complexity of this catalog, many physical
mock-ups were made throughout the design and production phases. The
template and custom die-cut pieces changed numerous times. This required
a lot of basic trial and error. A challenge we encountered was color-matching photographed products to their actual products. There were extensive
color corrections and many rounds of color proofs. Producing a project that
contained multiple pieces further instilled the importance of organized file
management, problem solving, and effective team communication.

brief

Our key objectives were to make their catalog stand
out and be talk worthy, make it really easy to shop, and make it stay on
your desk. Virtual Shirting Technology is the only way to try on the items
in the catalog without actually trying them on. With irony and simplicity, it
plays with the idea that, in a world of high technology, a catalog is still the
preferred shopping method.

Matt Peterson, Jim Haven / Art Di rect or Steve Cullen / Desi gner David Kaul /
Shirley Hendrickson / Elect r o ni c P r o d u ct i o n Cara Schwartz, Sacha Paul / Produ cer Chris Nielson / Cl i ent Servi ces
Jessica Lorenzen
additional design credits Executive Creat i v e D i r ect o r s

Co pywrite r

218 / mix

Stationery for Brulee by Deuce Creative
Printed by DiscPro Printing+Graphics
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

2,000 each

—

1

Foil stamp 2

—

dimensions

paper stock

2.5 × 2.5
Le tte rhe ad 8.5 × 11
En ve lo pe 9.5 × 4.125

Neenah Classic Crest, Epic Black, 130lb cover
Neenah Classic Crest, Cream 80lb text

Busin e ss Card

Brulee is a lingerie and loungewear line handcrafted in the famous New York, NY, garment district from the finest silks and hand cast hardware.

The client asked us to design her identity
and stationery package.

brief

rank

We started by developing a brand that had a sassy yet
sophisticated attitude to appeal to a more fashion-forward clientele. The
line’s modern, no-frills design aesthetic comes through in every marketing
piece we created, mimicking the simple and luxurious details of the pieces
themselves.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Overall the production of this project went pretty smooth.
One small challenge we ran into was the close registration between the
foil stamped text and the printed text on both the letterhead and envelope.
The printer warned us of the potential issue but the only solution was to
change the design, which at this point we weren’t willing to do. So, we took
a gamble and trusted the printer would get it right. We were really happy
with the final product.

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

220 / mix

Kristin Moses / B r a nd S t r at eg i s t Aimee Heimbinder

Booklet for Leo Burnett Worldwide by Leo Burnett Department
of Design
Printed by Lake County Press
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

1,000

22

CMYK + 1

Foil stamp

Fold

dimensions

paper stock

rank

3.25 × 4.125
F lat 3 × 4 × 32

C ov er

Cougar Smooth, White, 100lb cover
I nt er i o r Cougar Smooth, White 80lb text

—

F old e d

Leo Burnett ,

a HumanKind company, has a simple
and singular approach: put a brand’s purpose at
the center of communications to truly connect
with people.
The Department of Design was asked to
design a leave-behind for Cannes Lions 2012. The
piece needed to communicate our HumanKind
GPC scale and visually quantify our proudest
accomplishments. The HumanKind GPC scale is
used to judge our work worldwide and helps us
continue producing award winning work.

brief

additional design credits

We introduced our 1–10 scale through an eleven-panel,
vertical accordion fold with our quantified accomplishments represented
on the flip side.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The leave-behind needed to be pocket size and engaging
enough to not only be saved but actually read in the busy atmosphere that is
the Cannes Lion Award Show.

Jason Frohlichstein, Alisa Wolfson, Shereen Peterson additional production credits Produ cers Carolyn Raginia,

Leah Karabenick
salvage represents selections not chosen by the judges that we (Bryony and Armin)

category start

222 /

Salvage

personally feel deserve an honorable mention in this year’s Awards, meant not to
: OFFSET

undermine our judges’ choices but to complement them.

salvage /

223

Greeting Cards for Self-Promotion by Two Paperdolls
Printed by Two Paperdolls
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

200 sets

8

2

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

4.25 × 5.5

Crane’s Lettra, Fluorescent White, 110lb

—

Two Paperdolls is a graphic design and letterpress
house. In addition to corporate branding and
custom social stationery, they offer a retail line
of letterpress goods which are sold online and
directly to retailers.

This set of cards was designed to be more relatable
and fun than typical Valentine’s Day cards, where the goal was to illustrate
sweet, quirky, and affectionate phrases to evoke a smile.

Approach and Solution

production lessons These cards required very heavy ink coverage which
slowed production.

This was an in-house project to add to our
letterpress retail line.

brief

additional design credits

Melissa Ginsiorsky, Jennifer James

224 / SALVAGE: Letterpress

Skateboard Deck for MARK Skateboards by Marc English Design
Printed by Watson Laminates
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

50

—

3

Laser-etch

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

8.75 × 32.5

North American maple, Laminated

—

MARK ,

for discriminating skaters and collectors,
makes limited-edition skateboard decks, hand
silk-screened in the USA, on the finest laminated
North American maple. MARK decks are not designed for a target audience, except for the ones
in our collective heads. Which means they are
steeped in art, culture, literature, and film.

We wanted to acknowledge the deaf community by
referencing old-time “deaf-mute” fundraising cards and be “loud & proud.”

Approach and Solution

production lessons We’d never worked with a company that screens on
curved woods. Or that, in spite of their specializing in skateboards, did not
have templates.

The president of MARK, educator Mark
Gobble, was deaf and a leader in the deaf
community. For the 2nd deck in the series:
002^LOUD DEAF.

brief

additional design credits Designer

226 / SALVAGE: silkscreen

Marc English / P r o d u ct i o n Joe Bullard, Tyler Barnes, Rebecka English

Skateboard Deck for MARK Skateboards by Marc English Design
Printed by Watson Laminates
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

50

—

5

Stain
Laser-etch

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

8.25 × 32.125

North American maple, Laminated

—

MARK ,

for discriminating skaters and collectors,
makes limited-edition skateboard decks, hand
silk-screened in the USA, on the finest laminated
North American maple.

Approach and Solution

The 003^REBEL PALM R8 offers a tip o’ the hat to the
Arab Spring of 2011, The Clash, and the design studio that did the art. How
can you go wrong with punk rock and revolution? “R” references the first
letter of the name of the designer’s daughter, and 8 is a sideways infinity
symbol. But you knew that.

MARK decks are not designed for a target
audience, except for the ones in our collective
heads. Which means they are steeped in art,
culture, literature, film, music, and whatever else
strikes our fancy.

production lessons We’d never worked with a company that screens on
curved woods. Or that, in spite of their specializing in skateboards, did not
have templates.

brief

additional design credits Designer

228 / SALVAGE: silkscreen

Marc English / P r o d u ct i o n Joe Bullard, Tyler Barnes, Rebecka English

Skateboard Deck for MARK Skateboards by Marc English Design
Printed by Watson Laminates
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

53

—

5

Laser-etch

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

7.625 × 31

North American maple, Laminated

—

MARK ,

for discriminating skaters and collectors,
makes limited-edition skateboard decks, hand
silk-screened in the USA, on the finest laminated
North American maple. MARK decks are not designed for a target audience, except for the ones
in our collective heads. Which means they are
steeped in art, culture, literature, and film.
The 005^SHAN TAPESTRY was created in
honor of Mark Gobble’s daughter, Shanna, who
was adopted from China.

Art is cribbed from a 2-by-5-feet Chinese tapestry
hanging in the designer’s home. Using only the signature of an ancient
Chinese general who wrote the original quote, the deck employs various
MARK logos in keeping with the style of Chinese seals, or “chops.” The
original tapestry is a woven white-on-white pattern, which made for some
tricky artwork. Once we re-drew the pattern, it was a matter of figuring out
the exact half-tone dot screen to create a density that emulated the spirit of
the original.

Approach and Solution

brief

additional design credits Designer

230 / SALVAGE: silkscreen

production lessons We’d never worked with a company that screens on
curved woods. Or that, in spite of their specializing in skateboards, did not
have templates.

Marc English / P r o d u ct i o n Joe Bullard, Tyler Barnes, Rebecka English

Package for MARK Skateboards by Marc English Design
Printed by Industry Screen Print
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

300

—

1

—

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

34 × 10 × 6

Corrugated cardboard, Single-wall

—

MARK ,

for discriminating skaters and collectors,
makes limited-edition skateboard decks, hand
silk-screened in the USA, on the finest laminated
North American maple. MARK decks are not designed for a target audience, except for the ones
in our collective heads. Which means they are
steeped in art, culture, literature, and film.

Whether flat, a single carton, or stacked, the intent
was to be clear about the brand and incorporate art from the deck or decks
contained within.

Approach and Solution

production lessons Always be certain the printer knows which direction the
box faces, that way open art is seen as intended.

We set out to create shipping cartons that
would not only extend the brand, but make the
recipient say “Cool! What the fuck is this?!”—
getting a hard-on in anticipating the opening of
the box.

brief

additional design credits Designer

232 / SALVAGE: silkscreen

Marc English / P r o d u ct i o n Tyler Barnes

Poster for Self-promotion by Genesys Creative
Printed by Somerset Graphics
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

200 each
1,000 total

—

2

Deboss
Foil stamp, clear

—

dimensions

paper stock

rank

18 × 24

Mohawk Loop, Antique Vellum, Black

—

Genesys Creative is a graphic design firm based
in Toronto, Canada, focused on branding and
marketing strategies for mid-to large-size
corporations.

We worked with illustrator Ben Weeks
to create 165 icons in his unique style. Printing
required three hits of metallic gold on a large
format UV press, plus two hits with opaque
metallic silver to ensure the solid metallic effect
on the icons. A huge die was made. The centre
calligraphy title is debossed with a clear foil.

brief

234 / SALVAGE: mix

production lessons When the posters arrived from the printer, it was right on
the deadline to mail them to the United States. We rushed to the post office
after loading huge bundles of mailing tubes into a van cab. The post office
refused to mail them because they didn’t want to process so many things—
we were furious. We mailed the few Canadian ones that they allowed, and
to our US clients we can say: look for yours this Christmas. Family members
helped us with local deliveries after we discovered batchgeo.com (which
plotted the locations of local recipients on google maps). It was great seeing
people, and we had a record quarter as a result.

Ben Weeks / A r t D i r ect o r Philip Yan / Desi gners Clare Chow, Leah Renihan additional
Unisource

additional design credits Icon Illustrat i o n
production credits Paper Supp lier

We researched and brainstormed on winter holiday
traditions, stories, and symbols related to our rich multifaceted culture and traditions in Canada. We then created concepts of various icons that remind us of
our experience in the holiday season: fireplace channel, inflatable Santa, funny
and not so funny gifts. Then we tweaked some icons to inject some humor in
the poster so it’s fun to read. The intention is to portray love and warmth.

Approach and Solution

Book for Windows Phone by Windows Phone Brand Team
Printed by McCallum Print Group
quantity produced

page count

number of colors

special techniques

binding

3,000

288 + cover

CMYK

Foil stamp

Exposed
Smythe-sewn

dimensions

paper stock

rank

4.75 × 6.5 × 1

C ov er

35pt chipboard / International Paper,
Accent Opaque, 100lb cover
I nt er i o r International Paper, Accent Opaque,
80lb text / New Page Sterling Ultra, Gloss, text

—

is a mobile operating system developed by Microsoft.

Windows Phone

As part of a larger Windows Phone brand
foundation, we wanted to create a meaningful,
tangible piece that captured the “feel” in “look
and feel.” We set out to go beyond logos, colors,
and fonts to evoke the soul of the brand.

brief

Our overarching concept was duality. We wanted to
accentuate the clean look of the brand while placing emphasis on the real,
intimate human touches that make our brand experience unique. The
chipboard cover, exposed binding, and authentic photos/captions from people
throughout the Windows Phone organization contrast beautifully with
the simple color(s) of the cover, clean lines of the book edges, and product
imagery featured on glossy stock in the back of the book.

Approach and Solution

production lessons The biggest production challenge was the cover. After
trying several options with our printer we arrived at a solution: a laminated
cover that left the top half of the chipboard exposed. This allowed us to
showcase the cover and binding but remain true to a crisp and clean brand
and product aesthetic.

Christopher Ashworth / A r t D i r ect o r Douglas Montague / Lead Desi gner Michael Guss /
Austin Taylor additional production credits B i nd er Puget Bindery

additional design credits Creative Direct o r

D esign e r

236 / SALVAGE: mix

Index
from a – z

Client
16bungee Gallery Hyundai 54
18th Street Arts Center 46
Adriatic Real Estate — Investment
group 180
Adris Group 7, 12, 160
AIA Indianapolis 152
Ariana & Matthew 148
Ashley & Alan 146
BB–KK 20
BPM 182, 184
Brulee 220
Caliber Creative 80
Card to Art 172
Casey & Brooks 208
Co-lab 88
Column Five 10, 16
Commercial Artisan 62
Cono 48
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis 138
Cru Home 186
Ethel 82
Fabric of Social Dining 66
Factory Design Labs 38
Fat Cow 204
Friends 11, 142
Gallery 1988 102
Genesys Creative 234
Glucksman, Adam 150
Goose Island Beer Company 110, 112
Hartl, Jakub 214
Henry and Company 166, 190, 192
Illinois Craft Brewers Guild 32
Jim Godfrey Design, LLC 11, 70
Karle Heltzel, Jessica 24
Kris & Mike 74
Kristen & Loren 84
KU Department of English, Graduate
Programs in Creative Writing 140
Kwetu Living 198
Lee, Dion 7, 12, 156, 176
Lee, Jin Ju 54
Leo Burnett Department of Design 34
Leo Burnett Worldwide 222

Design Firm or
Louis Vuitton 206
M David Media 10, 132
MacDonald Photography 52
Mama’s Sauce 94
Manic Design 42
Margaret & Patrick 210
MARK Skateboards 116, 118, 226, 228,
230, 232,
Marko Prpić 178
Mikkeller 50
Murmure 104
O’Neil Printing 128
Pandol, Cristina 114
Paul & Mary 78
Red Butte Press 90
Rider Dickerson 200
Rietje & Sam, 126
RoAndCo 86
Sandro 194
SanMar 218
Schlenker, Elana 124
Seltzer, Aura 24
Sereno Producciones 196
Silkstone 108
SL Green Realty Corp. 64, 134
Smith Optics 28, 44
Sofia & Ben 168
Sojourn Community Church 92
St. Louis Public Library Foundation 136
Tamchynova, Veronika 216
Tangle 122
TED 158
The Cooper Union 130
The Hungry Workshop 98
The Vilcek Foundation 11, 164
Twigden, Shakira 120
Two Paperdolls 100, 224
Windows Phone 236
Winterfeldtt 96
Worsham 212
Wright 58, 60
Ziba Design 56

Addison 64, 134
BB–KK 20
Bedow 50
Bex Brands 66
Bruketa&Zinic OM 7, 12, 160
Caliber Creative 80
Calligraphy Katrina 114
Canvas Group 198
Card to Art 172
Ceci New York 11, 142
Column Five 10, 16
Commercial Artisan 62, 152
Creature 218
DeLorenzo, Chris 102
Deuce Creative 186, 220
Factory Design Labs 38
Faust Associates 200
Ferreira Design Company 166, 190, 192
Flourish Creative Studio 146
Foreign Policy Design Group 204
Genesys Creative 234
Glucksman, Adam 150
Happycentro 206
Harrison, Brandon 10, 132
Holleran, Sam 130
Hyperakt 158
Jim Godfrey Design, LLC 11, 70
Kajnar, Lumir 214, 216
Karle Heltzel, Jessica 24
Klein, Loren 84
Law, Ian 32, 110, 112, 194
Leo Burnett Department of Design
34, 222
Malcontent 82

Designer

Printer

Mama’s Sauce 94, 208
Manic Design 42
Marc English Design 116, 118, 226, 228,
230, 232
MDG, inc. 74
Murmure 104
Myung, Yoonkyung 54
Noblanco 48, 196
Nukleus 180
Pandol, Cristina 114
Pedale Design 92
Principle Design 88
Red Butte Press 90
Rietje & Sam 126
RoAndCo 86, 108
Rolf, Daniel 140
Rosamond Kunnath, Mary 78
Rule29 52, 128
Schlenker, Elana 124
Seltzer, Aura 24
Smith Optics 28, 44
Still Room 46, 122
Stitch Design Co. 96, 210, 212
The Hungry Workshop 98
The SSBS 168
TOKY Branding + Design 136, 138
Twigden, Shakira 120
Two Paperdolls 100, 148, 224
ULALA! Studio 178
Ultra 7, 12, 156, 176, 182, 184
Windows Phone Brand Team 236
Wright 58, 60
yesyesyes design 11, 164
Ziba Design 56

Aardvark Letterpress 82
Adams Print 7, 12, 156, 176, 182, 184
Aldine 124
All Along Press 78
Allen, Matt 10, 132
Artes y Rayados 196
Asia Pacific Offset 11, 164
Banpro 54
Beau-coup 126
Brown Printing 56
Cerovski Print Boutique 7, 12, 160,
178, 180
Chapel Press 88
Classic Color 20, 58, 60
ColorGraphics 28, 38, 44
Covington Press 140
Crosshair 110, 112
DiscPro Printing+Graphics 186, 220
Earth Thebault 64, 134
EuroImmagine 206
Faulkenberg Printing 62, 152
Gilah Press + Design 74
Göteborgstryckeriet 50
Gráficas Pajón 48
Graphic Arts Studio 32, 194
Graphicart 206
Green and Gold Printing Pty Ltd 198
Grow Your Own Media 114
Haskovec Studio s.r.o. 216
HelloPatches.com 150
Henry and Company 166, 190, 192
Holzworth, Bennett 172
Homeself 104
Hound Dog Press 92
Imperia s.r.o 214, 216
Impress Graphics 10, 16
In to Ink 66
Industry Screen Print 232
JohnsBryne 34
Kai Lian Printing Service 188

La Cartotecnica 206
Lake County Press 222
Laser Excel 148
Lasercut Plus 146
Lilco Letterpress 80
Linco Printing Inc. 24
Mama’s Sauce 94, 102, 208
Maskell Graphics 122
McCallum Print Group 236
O’Neil Printing 52, 128
Pandol, Cristina 114
Plixo 204
Press New York 86
Procomp Printset 42
Proof7 108
Puget Bindery 236
Recycled Paper Printing 158
Red Butte Press 90
Rider Dickerson 200
Rise and Shine Letterpress 84
Rohner 194
Rowley Press 11, 70
Sideshow Press 96, 210, 212
Somerset Graphics 234
Studio Fasoli 206
Studio on Fire 168
The Advertisers Printing Company
136, 138
The Hennegan Company 218
The Hungry Workshop 98
Tipografia Economica 206
Tri-Lon Color Graphics 130
Two Paperdolls 100, 224
Typecraft Wood & Jones 46
UniqueActive 20
Watson Laminates 116, 118, 226, 228, 230,
Whyte, Mike 120
Workhorse Printmakers 186
Works in Progress 168
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A judged competition organized by UnderConsideration, celebrating the best
print work from around the world during 2011 - 12. The FPO Awards reward the most
successful combinations of design and print production. A panel of five judges
convened in Austin, TX on July 6, 2012 to collectively select the 96 winning entries
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